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1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This executive summary provides a high-level review of the results of the 2014 Massachusetts Commercial New
Construction Energy Code Compliance Follow-up Study (2014 ECCF Study). This project is part of a major effort
to support the adoption of energy efficiency equipment, design, and construction practices that address energy
and environmental challenges in Massachusetts. The Massachusetts Commercial and Industrial Evaluation
Contract (MA-CIEC) Team collaborated with the Massachusetts Program Administrators (PAs) and the Energy
Efficiency Advisory Council (EEAC) to determine the study goals and develop a research plan for the project.

1.1 Objective and Approach
The primary objective of the 2014 ECCF Study is to assist the Massachusetts PAs in the development and
implementation of programs that support enhanced code compliance rates and promote “beyond code”
design and construction. This study was conceived as a follow-up effort to the 2012 Massachusetts Code
Compliance Baseline Study (2012 Study), which sought to promote the understanding of the energy code
enforcement process, compliance levels, and energy savings potential by evaluating the compliance levels of
seventy-five recently constructed buildings in Massachusetts. The 2014 ECCF Study focused on reviewing
construction documentation (plans) and conducting field visits at active construction sites to evaluate
building practices that were not readily observable at completed buildings in the 2012 Study, while also
estimating overall energy code compliance in Massachusetts.
The research approach for the 2014 ECCF Study consisted of three primary activities:
1. Mine the 2012 Study results data – The data gathered during the 2012 Study was analyzed for
baseline information and to inform data collection and analysis methods for the 2014 ECCF Study.
2. Verify energy code compliance at active construction sites across Massachusetts.
a.

Sample design – The project team developed stratified, random samples for large (greater
than or equal to 50,000 sq ft) and small buildings (less than 50,000 sq ft) from McGraw-Hill
Construction’s Dodge Global Network (Dodge Database). The target population for the 2014
ECCF Study was the population of commercial buildings actively under construction from
June 2014 through February 2015. The sample included twenty-five large sites and twentyfive small sites and was expected to meet a 90/10 confidence/precision target assuming
similar variability in results to what was observed during the 2012 Study.

b.

Data collection – The project team developed tools and procedures to assess energy code
compliance at active construction sites. In-depth training was provided on both the energy
code provisions and the use of the data collection tool. The team recruited large and small
sites for the study and worked with the site contacts to receive construction documentation
for each site. Project field engineers reviewed the construction materials and conducted field
visits to observe and document compliance with individual energy code provisions.

c.

Estimation of energy code compliance – The field observations from the fifty sites in the
2014 ECCF Study were aggregated and weighted to estimate the commercial energy code
compliance for the population of buildings under construction in Massachusetts. The project
team developed and leveraged two methodologies to assess overall compliance:
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i. The Department of Energy (DOE) and Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)
methodology was originally developed as a tool to assess state compliance rates and
develop plans to reach 90% compliance with the 2009 International Energy
Conservation Code (IECC 2009), a goal established in the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA). This methodology is aligned with the evaluation approach
used in the 2012 Study, and results using this methodology can be compared to the
previous study for trending. The DOE/PNNL methodology does not recognize the energy
impacts of partial compliance with code provisions, nor does it facilitate trade-offs within
the building envelope that are allowed in IECC 2009 and American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 90.1.
ii. The MA-CIEC methodology was developed as an improvement from the DOE/PNNL
approach to incorporate the functionality to assess partial compliance with energy
code provisions and to assess trade-offs within the building envelope that are
allowed by IECC 2009. Additionally, the MA-CIEC methodology assessed compliance
for the Massachusetts Stretch Code and state-specific amendments to IECC 2009.
3. Support program development for targeted new construction efforts – The analysis of the
2012 Study and the compliance results for the 2014 ECCF Study were used to identify opportunities
for PA programs to improve compliance with the energy code and support improvements in
commercial building performance in Massachusetts.

1.2 Key Findings and Conclusions
Figure 1-1 presents the weighted and unweighted overall statewide compliance estimates from the 2014
ECCF Study of Massachusetts commercial buildings. Overall compliance, when weighted by building type and
size, is estimated to be 85% for the DOE/PNNL methodology. Using the same weighted approach for the MACIEC methodology, which also assesses the energy impacts of partial code provision compliance, improves
the compliance rate to 94%. While both of these methodologies reflect compliance rates based on the
energy impacts of individual code provisions, the project team feels that the MA-CIEC methodology is a
better reflection of the total energy impacts associated with compliance because of the inclusion of partial
compliance with individual provisions and trade-offs within the building envelope. However, the DOE/PNNL
methodology is more consistent with methodologies in previous studies both in Massachusetts and in other
states and is useful in identifying trends over time or across jurisdictions.
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Compliance percentage

Figure 1-1. Estimated Overall Compliance Rates for 2014 ECCF Study
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1.2.1 Compliance Trends over Time
The results of the 2012 and 2014 compliance studies show some trends in compliance over time. Table 1-1
shows the code compliance rates for all of the projects assessed during the two studies. The 2012 Study was
conducted shortly after IECC 2009 was adopted in Massachusetts; thus, sites were governed by both IECC 2006
and IECC 2009 depending on their permitting date. For the 2014 ECCF Study, all of the sites were permitted prior
to the IECC 2012 effective date of 7/1/2014; therefore, IECC 2009 applies. The 2014 ECCF Study results reflect
the DOE/PNNL methodology for this analysis, as this method is most comparable to the 2012 Study approach.
Table 1-1. Energy Code Compliance Trends
Project Year
2009–2010

Applicable Code
IECC 2006

Site Count
48

Average Compliance
82%

2011–2012

IECC 2009

27

76%

2013–2014

IECC 2009

50

85%

The results presented in this table suggest trends in increasing compliance rates over the past 5 years.
While the 2012 and 2014 ECCF studies’ methodologies are comparable, differences in the study designs with
respect to the timing of site visits resulted in some variance of the primary observed code measures in each
study. The 2012 Study targeted completed buildings, without plan reviews, and the results were composed
largely from mechanical and lighting systems, while the ECCF Study focused on active construction sites,
combined with plan reviews, enabling the MA-CIEC team to gather more in-depth building envelope
information.1 It is important to note that building performance did not decline from the IECC 2006 to the
IECC 2009 sites, but rather the code became more stringent, and it was more difficult for sites to comply
with new or more stringent code measures.
1

It is difficult to quantitatively correct for these differences in site visit timing, but some qualitative observations can be made. The 2012 Study
assessed noncompliance in many sites for a number of measures, such as lighting and mechanical controls, that are often installed late in the
construction process; compliance with these provisions may have been subject to budgetary limitations. These same kinds of measures, when
evaluated in the ECCF Study, would likely be assessed as compliant if they were documented in the construction documents. This suggests that
compliance rates for completed projects may be lower than active construction as value-engineering and other cuts are made to finish projects
on time and under budget. While conducting multiple visits for some large sites in the ECCF Study was designed to enable the team to verify
more of the measures in the field, overall there were only a few sites where the timing of the construction projects and the visits aligned such
that the majority of the construction process was observable.
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1.2.2 Conclusions Regarding Commercial Energy Code Compliance Rates
and Practices in Massachusetts
Analysis of the results from the 2014 ECCF Study leads the project team to draw the following conclusions
about commercial energy code compliance rates and practices in Massachusetts:
1. Using the MA-CIEC methodology, overall code compliance for new construction in
Massachusetts is estimated to be approximately 94% – This result does not mean the project
team estimates that 94% of commercial buildings in Massachusetts meet the energy code. In reality,
few buildings, if any, fully comply with the energy code. This result should be interpreted to mean
that on an average energy impact basis, commercial buildings in Massachusetts meet 94% of the
energy code requirements.2
2. The estimated compliance rate from this study is likely high because of several factors:
a.

Due to self-selection bias, building owners that are constructing high-performance buildings
are more likely to agree to participate in the study than owners and contractors who are
knowingly not building to code, or who are relatively ignorant of energy code provisions. The
MA-CIEC team made significant efforts to minimize this bias, but there is still likely to be
some self-selection bias among the participants.

b.

The estimated compliance rate is based on the suite of observable code provisions evaluated
during construction document reviews and field visits. Some code provisions, such as the
proper sizing of mechanical equipment, are extremely difficult to observe in this fashion. The
compliance estimate does not account for all code provisions, as provisions that could not be
observed were not assessed a compliance score. It is possible that provisions that were not
observed could be either compliant or noncompliant with the energy code, affecting
compliance scores accordingly.

c.

Due to the elapsed time of commercial building design and construction, it is rarely possible
to observe the successful implementation of construction documents. It is possible that
some design features, recorded from construction documents, may not be fully executed
during the construction phase. The ECCF Study attempted to mitigate this by conducting
multiple site visits for some of the large sites, but construction timelines in many sites were
still beyond the timeline of the study.

d.

The installation quality is an important code-compliance factor. For insulation and air sealing,
the energy code specifically addresses the quality of the installation. When poor quality
installations were observed during the study, they were recorded, but in many cases it was
not possible to assess the quality of installations.

e.

The final hand-off of the project to the owners and the proper commissioning of systems are
important code provisions with large energy impacts. The energy code requires that
mechanical systems are tested and balanced and operations and maintenance manuals are

2

The energy code compliance scores presented in this report assess noncompliance with the energy code, but aside from tradeoffs allowed for
building envelope compliance, do not incorporate better-than-code performance.
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provided to the building owner, and the Stretch Code requires commissioning plans and
additional functional testing of mechanical systems. Again because of project timing, it was
rarely possible to assess these compliance factors.
3.

There is an opportunity for additional savings from code compliance – While the 2014 ECCF
Study suggests that, on an average energy impact basis, commercial buildings in Massachusetts meet 94%
of the energy code requirements, there remains an opportunity for additional savings from increases in
code compliance. There are many prescriptive code measures where partial compliance was commonly
observed; these provisions present ripe opportunities for savings from increased compliance.

4. The increased adoption of the Stretch Code may have led to improved energy code
compliance – As more municipalities adopt the Stretch Code, designers and builders seek to
comply with its more stringent requirements, yielding an increased awareness of energy codes in
general as well as the actual Stretch Code provisions. This factor appears to improve compliance not
only within the Stretch Code jurisdictions but on other projects throughout the region executed by
the same design and construction firms.
5. Code compliance improves throughout code cycles – The 2014 ECCF Study was conducted at
the end of the IECC 2009 cycle, while the 2012 Study was conducted early in the IECC 2009 code
cycle. It can be expected that compliance increases throughout a code cycle as the design and
construction communities, as well as code officials, become more familiar with the requirements of
new and revised provisions and develop approaches to meet the code mandates.
6. Few differences were observed between the code features depicted in the design
documents and corresponding field verifications – Although the field visits were often not able
to capture the same level of detail and were dependent on the construction stage of the project,
when noncompliance was identified on design documents, it was also identified on-site.
7. Code determinations are most often made during the design phase – During the 2014 ECCF
Study field visits, field engineers observed that many contractors and subcontractors working on-site
were not necessarily familiar with the provisions of the energy code. The on-site team’s primary
focus at most of the sites was in the execution of the project as designed on the construction
documents. If the documents meet the code and the execution reflects the documents and
represents high quality workmanship, the project will meet the code requirements.
8. Building envelope observations include the following:
a.

Lack of continuous insulation where required. Continuous insulation was not specified or
installed, where prescribed by the energy code, in many projects. This was observed
specifically at multifamily construction sites. Continuous insulation is required for commercial
construction, but it is not always mandatory for residential construction. The lack of
continuous insulation observed at the multifamily sites suggests that there may be confusion
on the code interpretation of this provision.

b.

Continuous air barriers and air sealing are now regularly specified. However, this is one of
the hardest design features to evaluate for quality of installation, and it is also highly
dependent on proper installation. Future model codes are anticipated to include provisions
for building air-leakage testing.
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9. Mechanical system observations include the following:
a.

Mechanical equipment efficiency levels are generally compliant with the energy code. This
observation was also recorded during the 2012 Study and reflects the fact that the market
has transformed in such a way that mechanical equipment that is available through normal
distribution chains meets current energy code requirements.

b.

Mechanical control and sequence-of-operations requirements are difficult to observe. Many
of the mechanical code provisions target the operations and control of mechanical systems.
These are consistently not indicated on construction documents and are difficult to confirm
on-site. Commissioning projects completed by this project team and others confirm that
automatic controls of mechanical systems are often improperly configured and/or are not
operational at the time of project completion. As mechanical controls are becoming an
increasingly important component of the energy code requirements, this is an area of
opportunity for future program approaches.

10. Lighting observations include the following:
a.

Low compliance with daylighting provisions. The 2014 ECCF Study observed low compliance
(51%) with the daylighting requirements of IECC 2009, which define daylight zones adjacent
to vertical fenestration and under skylights and require separate daylight controls
independent of general lighting controls. This was also observed during the 2012 Study. At
that time it was assumed that because this provision was new to the energy code,
compliance would improve over time. While the 2014 ECCF Study sites did contain some
sites with identified daylight zones and associated controls, most sites included no
daylighting provisions.

b.

Lighting power density (LPD) was observed to be within code allowances. LPD for both
interior and exterior lighting was consistently lower (better) than code mandates. This can
be mostly attributed to technology advances in fluorescent and solid-state (LED) lighting and
in reductions in the cost of LED lighting. During the recent Department of Energy (DOE)
Energy Codes Conference, it was discussed that lighting technology is advancing faster than
codes can keep up, and the next model code is anticipated to include a 40% reduction in
lighting power allowances.

1.3 The Changing Role of Energy Codes in Driving Building
Performance
Recent increases in the stringency of the energy code (especially those in IECC 2015 and proposed for future
code versions) suggest that the role of the code in driving building practices is changing. The energy code was
originally designed to set basic, modest building performance requirements that all buildings must achieve. Early
code versions set prescriptive requirements that required performance consistent with, and in some cases below,
existing standard building practices. Early energy codes were adopted to prevent poor practices, not to
encourage advanced construction practices. However, the stringency of energy codes has increased such that the
most recent versions incorporate an increasing number of advanced building design features into the code.
Rather than set the minimum standard for buildings, the energy code is becoming a tool to move the market
towards improving the energy performance of buildings. The ultimate goal of this trend is to move the industry
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towards zero-net energy (ZNE) buildings (Rosenberg, Zhang, Hart, & Athalye., PNNL, 2015). While this is a longterm objective, with the recent and proposed increases in stringency, the energy code is becoming a tool to
support this advancement.

1.4 Recommendations for Program Development
Energy codes are a critically important factor for efficiency program planning and implementation, and they
are becoming increasingly so as codes are enhanced and expanded to affect more systems and practices,
and to apply to a greater number of renovation and repair project categories. These enhancements are a
double-edged sword for efficiency programmatic efforts. On one hand, the enhancements address the
systems and measures that program implementers have promoted for years; on the other, as the
enhancements become adopted as baselines, regulators limit the savings that implementers can claim,
which in turn may result in reduced promotion of the efficiency measures or require a focus on new and
emerging technologies to achieve savings.
The challenge for promoters of efficiency is to determine how codes and efficiency programs can best work
together to achieve common goals. The following recommendations, informed by this study, seek to
promote a cooperative effort that increases the effectiveness of both codes and efficiency programs.
1. Adopt modified code baselines – For a variety of reasons, including the increased complexity of
the commercial building energy code, standard practice baselines do not always align with code.
Actual baseline building practices are often better or worse than code. Using these standard
practices as the basis for determining energy efficiency incentives introduces some policy concerns
that should be addressed.
a.

This is especially true when baseline practices are found to be worse than code, as there
may be regulatory challenges for energy efficiency programs that assume that standard
practices are below those required by law. However, given that the goal of efficiency
programs is to improve efficiency in practice, not simply on paper, efficiency programs have
a role in improving standard practice to align with and perform better than code.

2. Promote a focus on installation quality – Many code provisions rely on the quality of installation
to achieve the modeled savings. This is especially true regarding continuous air barriers, additional
air sealing, insulation, heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) controls, and lighting controls.
This study has ascertained whether code-mandated equipment and materials are specified and/or
installed, but it has proved very difficult to assess quality of installation. It is a reasonable
assumption that some percentage of installation quality is substandard and that improvements
would yield increased energy savings. Efficiency programs, even when they recognize high market
penetration for code-mandated equipment, should focus on installation quality and should be
allowed to claim savings for improvements. Targeted training on proper installation techniques that
includes hands-on field demonstrations and the building science rationale for contractors and the
code enforcement community would increase awareness of correct practices and the potential
implications of poor quality installation.
3. Promote code compliance through the use of high-performance building strategies –
Although standard practice often falls below code levels, it is not suggested that efficiency programs
focus on code compliance. Instead, it is recommended that programs offer targeted incentives to
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encourage building practices better than code levels for specific provisions, such as daylighting,
where low compliance has been observed.
a.

The results of this study suggest that high-performance building initiatives, including Stretch
Codes, may help increase overall code compliance. Design teams are much more interested
in learning and following high-performance building protocols than they are in learning and
applying energy codes. Efficiency and code support programs should take advantage of this
reality and promote practices that are better than code. In so doing, they should receive
credit for some portion of this code compliance as well as better-than-code performance.3

4.

Target code training at specific provisions to achieve additional savings from improved
compliance – We recommend that targeted energy-code training efforts be done to improve compliance
with specific provisions of the energy code. While building energy usage based on whole-building
modeling may suggest that buildings are meeting or exceeding the energy code, opportunities for
training remain where prescriptive compliance was observed to be partially compliant or noncompliant.
Envelope insulation and lighting controls, specifically daylighting, are two areas in which targeted training
would be beneficial to the design, construction, and compliance enforcement communities.

5. Work with state and federal agencies to transform code-compliance programs – We
recommend that agencies such as the Board of Building Regulations and Standards (BBRS),
Department of Energy Resources (DOER), and Department of Energy (DOE) work with the efficiency
program implementers to develop hybrid programs that advance building performance beyond code
levels, thereby improving compliance, enhancing energy savings, and preparing for the next rounds
of code adoption.
a.

Two different types of programs address code-compliance practices:
i. Traditional code-training and assistance programs – These programs are designed
to teach the requirements of the code only. The trainings typically involve the recitation
of each code provision with the assistance of a PowerPoint presentation. Published
frequently asked questions (FAQs) and phone help lines can also be included. We refer
to these programs as “push” programs as they are designed to push practices only up to
code levels.
ii. Hybrid high-performance and code training programs – These programs focus
on building performance rather than code provision language. Implementers of these
programs recognize that code provisions are published and available as reference
materials. This focus on building performance engages the design professional and
code official in trainings that are directly relatable to their project work. Code
knowledge and compliance improves as advanced practices are learned. We refer to
these types of programs as “pull” programs because, as the promotion of highperformance design and construction approaches, it pulls code compliance up with it.

3

The project team is aware of a recent agreement to attribute savings from bringing buildings up to code to the CCSI program and to attribute
savings from building practices better than code to PA efficiency programs. The intent of this recommendation is to focus on encouraging
buildings to exceed code requirements through high-performance building strategies; the attribution of savings across PA initiatives is outside
the scope of this report, but the report’s findings can be used as an additional data point in this discussion.
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b.

The current Code Compliance Support Initiative (CCSI) being implemented in Massachusetts and
Rhode Island is making strides in this direction. This initiative provides energy code training,
consulting and technical assistance, and other expertise directly to building inspectors and
construction industry professionals to improve compliance with the energy codes, but it has
moved partially in the direction of focusing on building performance and not simply code
language.

Code developers are increasingly viewing ZNE buildings as the goal for further energy code
development. As this progresses, training and assistance programs will need to focus more on
building performance than specific code-provision language.
6. Streamline future code compliance studies - We believe that future energy code compliance
studies in Massachusetts can be streamlined to primarily focus on review of construction documents,
complemented by site visits that primarily serve to verify key code requirements rather than
attempting to comprehensively observe all provisions. The 2014 ECCF Study targeted active
construction sites, with multiple visits possible for some large sites, in order to observe code
requirements throughout the lifetime of construction. However, overall the construction timelines for
many of the projects did not align with the timeline of the ECCF Study such that conducting multiple
visits did not result in the team observing as many provisions as anticipated. Future studies that
incorporate a mix of active construction and recently completed sites, with corresponding design and
as-built documentation, would provide the best coverage of commercial new construction practices.
We believe that the majority of the code requirements can be assessed by focusing primarily on
obtaining and reviewing the construction documents, and site visits can be used to verify key
provisions.
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2

INTRODUCTION

The 2014 Massachusetts Commercial New Construction Energy Code Compliance Follow-up Study (2014
ECCF Study) is part of a major effort to support the adoption of energy efficiency equipment, design, and
construction practices that will help address energy and environmental challenges in Massachusetts. The
Massachusetts Commercial and Industrial Evaluation Contract Team (MA-CIEC Team) collaborated with the
Massachusetts program administrators (PAs) and the Energy Efficiency Advisory Council (EEAC) to
determine study goals and develop a research plan.

2.1 Evaluation Objectives
The primary objective of the 2014 ECCF Study is to assist the Massachusetts PAs in the development and
implementation of programs that support enhanced code compliance rates and promote “beyond code”
design and construction. This study was conceived as a follow-up effort to the 2012 Massachusetts Code
Compliance Baseline Study (2012 Study), which sought to understand the energy code enforcement process,
compliance levels, and energy savings potential by evaluating the compliance of seventy-five recently
constructed buildings throughout Massachusetts. The 2014 ECCF Study focused on reviewing construction
documentation (plans) and conducting field visits at active construction sites throughout Massachusetts to
evaluate building practices that were not readily observable at completed buildings in the 2012 Study while
also estimating overall energy code compliance in Massachusetts.

2.2 Study Team
The MA-CIEC Team was composed of ERS, DNV GL, and APPRISE. While ERS maintained primary
responsibility for the project, DNV GL supported the project management efforts and assisted with data
analysis and field work. APPRISE provided statistical analysis and recruited site visit participants.

2.3 Background and Context
The 2014 ECCF Study is a follow-up effort to the 2012 Study, a project that sought to understand the energy
code enforcement process, compliance levels, and energy savings potential by evaluating seventy-five recently
constructed buildings throughout Massachusetts. The 2012 Study estimated overall statewide compliance,
weighted by building size, to be 83%. This result represents the average code provision compliance weighted by
energy impacts per the Department of Energy/Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (DOE/PNNL) methodology
(adjusted by ERS for local climate factors and construction practices) for code compliance assessment.
The 2012 Study drew initial conclusions about code compliance activity throughout Massachusetts, but
because it focused on recently constructed buildings, many code requirements, especially those related to
the building envelope, were not observable on-site. The 2014 ECCF Study is a follow-up effort to the 2012
Study that focuses on buildings under active construction to better assess building practices for provisions
not readily observed in 2012.

2.4 Overview of Approach and Research Goals
The MA-CIEC Team developed the research approach in collaboration with the PAs and EEAC consultants.
The 2014 ECCF Study is intended to supplement the 2012 Study by performing additional data analysis of
prior results and by conducting code compliance assessments on active construction sites to identify
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recommendations for program development for new construction (NC) efforts. The 2014 ECCF Study
comprises the following three separate-but-interrelated research areas:
1. Mine the 2012 Study data for baseline information and compare the compliance results of sites that
participated in PA incentive programs and sites that did not.
a.

Research goals:
i. Perform a comprehensive review of the sample project database to determine
implementation practices that might increase our understanding of baseline practices.
ii. Cross reference available database with PA participant records to determine
differential characteristics of participants and nonparticipants.
iii. Study these differential characteristics to determine if further insights into baseline
practices can be gleaned from this information.
iv. Develop a list of enhanced baseline assumptions that can be defensibly developed
from our review of the study database.
v.

Through analysis of the existing data and program participant information, develop
strategies for optimizing the value of activities to be conducted in 2014 ECCF Study.

2.

Verify levels of energy code compliance rates in active construction projects in Massachusetts in 2014.
a.

Research goals:
i. Determine code compliance rates for a comprehensive list of code provisions, but focus
on provisions that are difficult, or impossible, to determine post-construction.
ii. Determine the rate of code compliance for projects constructed in jurisdictions that have
adopted the “Stretch Code” and/or the “Green Communities Act.”

3. Support program development for targeted NC efforts. The analysis of the 2012 Study and the
compliance results for the 2014 ECCF Study were used to identify opportunities for PA programs to
improve compliance with the energy code and support improvements in commercial building
performance in Massachusetts.
a.

Research goal:
i. Provide programmatic ideas that are based on evaluation analyses and findings,
thereby enhancing the knowledge base of program development efforts for the
Codes and Standards initiative as well as other PA new construction and energy
efficiency programs.
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3

METHODOLOGY

This section describes the methodologies used to review the 2012 Massachusetts Code Compliance Baseline
Study (2012 Study) results, to gather market data on new construction buildings in Massachusetts, and to
assess the energy code compliance rates for commercial new construction in the State.

3.1 Review of 2012 Compliance Study Results
The first task performed for this project was an analysis of the results from the 2012 Study with the goals of
informing baseline assumptions and developing strategies to optimize data collection efforts for the 2014
ECCF Study. The key activities conducted in this research area were as follows:


Cross-referenced the seventy-five 2012 Study participants with PA energy efficiency program
participant records – This activity sought to determine which of the seventy-five 2012 Study sites
participated in PA energy efficiency programs and what the specific details were regarding this
participation. The team analyzed the differences between the participant and nonparticipant code
compliance characteristics to determine if additional insights into baseline practices could be gleaned.



Developed a list of enhanced baseline assumptions from the 2012 Study – The analyses of
the 2012 Study data and PA energy efficiency program details enabled the development of enhanced
baseline assumptions regarding building practices in Massachusetts. While these assumptions were
sourced from a limited data set, they offer insights into building practices that were re-examined in
the context of the 2014 ECCF Study.



Developed strategies for optimizing the value of activities to be conducted in the 2014
ECCF Study – The examination of the 2012 Study results offered an opportunity for the
Massachusetts Commercial and Industrial Evaluation Contract (MA-CIEC) team to improve the data
collection approach for the 2014 ECCF Study. These improvements were integrated into the data
collection instrument and analysis methodology for the 2014 ECCF Study.

3.2 Sample Design for 2014 Massachusetts Commercial New
Construction Energy Code Compliance Follow-up Study
This section discusses the sample design and weighting procedures for the 2014 ECCF Study. The objectives
of the sampling procedures were to select samples of new construction projects involving large buildings
(equal to or greater than 50,000 sq ft) and small buildings (less than 50,000 sq ft) to represent the
population of buildings in Massachusetts that are subject to the commercial building construction code and
that would complete two or more construction phases during the study period.

3.2.1 Target Population and Sample Frame
The target population for the 2014 ECCF Study was the commercial buildings actively under construction in
Massachusetts during 2014. The sample frame was developed from McGraw-Hill Construction’s Dodge Global
Network (Dodge Database), which is a construction industry resource that tracks projects from the design
phase until a general contractor is hired and construction begins. The database provides insights into the
scope and magnitude of construction projects throughout the country and has been used as the source of
numerous studies and evaluations.
The number and types of eligible buildings constructed in Massachusetts vary from year to year. To get a better
understanding of the long-term construction patterns, the project team conducted an analysis of the Dodge
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Database for construction projects for the years 2010 through 2013. Prior research for the MA-CIEC project
found that more than 90% of the listed buildings were completed. Prior research conducted for the Census
Bureau shows that the database covers more than 95% of new commercial building square footage.

3.2.2 Sample Precision
The sample designs presented below use stratified random samples to identify the targets by building type
for large and small buildings. To estimate the expected precision, the project team assumed a similar
variability in results across sites to what was observed during the 2012 Study. The sample design was
expected to meet a 90/10 confidence/precision target for the overall compliance results.

3.2.3 Sample Procedures
The sampling targets were based on an analysis of the historical data from the Dodge Database, which
covered projects started prior to the end of 2013, while the target time period for the study was June 2014
through February 2015. To identify active building projects, we worked with the 2014 active project Dodge
Database and the 2012 and 2013 projects from the historical database.
The following steps were used to select buildings for inspections:
1. Sampled active and historical projects ‒ A sample of projects stratified by building type was
selected.
2. Screened projects ‒ Projects were screened to determine the number of buildings in the project
and the eligibility status of each building (i.e., building use, amount of conditioned space, and
construction schedule)4.
3. Updated sample allocation ‒ The sample allocation was updated based on the eligibility rate of
projects for each type of building.
4. Selected buildings ‒ For both large and small populations, samples were selected from the
estimated screened populations.
These sampling and screening steps allowed for the development of annual population estimates for eligible
buildings that were being constructed in Massachusetts at the time of the study. This allowed for the
recruitment of a representative sample of those buildings, large and small, for inspections. Tables 3-1 and
3-2 show the distribution of estimated eligible populations for the large and small samples.

4

The Dodge Database contained many projects that were not eligible for the 2014 ECCF Study. Examples include projects that had already been
completed prior to the study time frame, projects yet to begin, and small renovations and other projects not classified as NC. The screening
process as described identified these projects and eliminated them from the eligible population.
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Table 3-1. 2014 ECCF Study Estimated Large Site Population
2012
Building Type
Amusement
Dormitory
Education
Hotel
Medical
Office
Multifamily (> 3
stories)
Retail
Service
Storage
Total

2013

2014

Totals

Eligible
Population
0
0
2
0
0
2
0

Eligible Sq
1
Ft
0
0
303
0
0
560
0

Eligible
Population
1
1
6
0
0
4
13

Eligible Sq
1
Ft
191
81
779
0
0
1037
3512

Eligible
Population
3
2
27
4
4
12
10

Eligible
1
Sq Ft
132
380
2060
562
555
1458
2799

1
0
0

66
0
0

2
1
0

465
69
0

10
3
2

5

929

27

6134

75

Eligible
Population
4
3
35
4
4
18
23

Eligible
1
Sq Ft
323
461
3142
562
555
3055
6311

843
394
100

13
4
2

1374
463
100

9282

110

16345

1

The square footage estimates displayed in this column are expressed in thousands.

Table 3-2. 2014 ECCF Study Estimated Small Site Population
2012
Building Type
Amusement
Dormitory
Education
Hotel
Medical
Office
Multifamily (> 3
stories)
Retail
Service
Storage
Total

2013

2014

Totals

Eligible
Population
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Eligible Sq
1
Ft
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Eligible
Population
3
0
6
3
3
3
10

Eligible Sq
1
Ft
39
0
88
74
76
63
235

Eligible
Population
12
3
20
2
14
15
8

Eligible
1
Sq Ft
188
70
553
133
333
202
150

Eligible
Population
15
3
26
5
17
18
18

Eligible
1
Sq Ft
227
70
640
207
409
265
384

0
0
0

0
0
0

4
3
0

26
47
0

31
10
12

298
182
171

35
13
12

324
229
171

0

0

35

648

127

2279

162

2927

1

The square footage estimates displayed in this column are expressed in thousands.

The project team selected its sample based on these population estimates. Tables 3-3 and 3-4 show the
population and sample distribution of sites by building type for the large and small sites, respectively.
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Table 3-3. Large Site Population and Sample Distribution
Population
Building Type
Amusement
Dormitory
Education
Hotel
Medical
Office
Multifamily (> 3 stories)
Retail
Service
1
Storage
Totals

Sample
2

Eligible Population
4
3
35
4
4
18
23
13
4
2

Eligible Sq Ft
323
461
3142
562
555
3055
6311
1374
463
100

Sampled Sites
1
1
4
1
2
5
8
2
1
0

110

16345

25

Sampled Sq Ft

2

60
102
700
90
169
718
2811
134
57
0
4841

1

The storage buildings in the population were targeted during the sampling but their owners were not willing to participate in the
2014 ECCF Study.
2
The square footage estimates displayed in this column are expressed in thousands.

Table 3-4. Small Site Population and Sample Distribution
Population
Building Type
Amusement
Dormitory
Education
Hotel
Medical
Office
Multifamily (>3 stories)
Retail
Service
1
Storage
Totals

Sample
2

Eligible Population
15
3
26
5
17
18
18
35
13
12

Eligible Sq Ft
227
70
640
207
409
265
384
324
229
171

Sampled Sites
2
1
4
1
4
4
2
4
3
0

162

2927

25

Sampled Sq Ft

2

28
30
96
33
156
129
40
51
62
0
625

1

The storage buildings in the population were targeted during the sampling but were not willing to participate in the 2014 ECCF Study.
2
The square footage estimates displayed in this column are expressed in thousands.

3.3 Site Data Collection Methodology
This section describes the activities taken to recruit sites for the 2014 ECCF Study, review construction
documents for the sampled sites, and conduct field visits to validate energy code activities identified on the
construction documents.

3.3.1 Recruiting
The Dodge Database contains key contact information for the sampled sites and construction documents and
specifications for some of the sampled sites. After conducting the sampling and screening, APPRISE
performed the initial recruiting by calling the primary site contacts identified during the screening to recruit
sites willing to participate in the sample. A recruitment incentive of $100 per visit was offered for
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participation in the study. Once a site was recruited, APPRISE sent the site contact a copy of a letter that
provided building owners with additional details and contact information regarding the 2014 ECCF Study
(see Appendix A). This letter was created by ERS, and comments were solicited and received from the PA
group.
Following the initial recruitment, ERS followed up with each site contact to answer questions about the study,
solicit construction documents if they were not contained in the Dodge Database or otherwise previously
obtained, and discuss the logistics of the site visits.

3.3.1.1

Recruitment and Self-Selection Bias

Due to the voluntary nature of this study, it is important to acknowledge that a self-selection bias may be
present in the recruited sites and resulting compliance assessment. It is possible that site owners and contacts
who were confident in the designed energy efficiency of their buildings would be more willing to participate in
the study; conversely, site contacts who knew or perceived that their building presented energy efficiency
challenges may have been less likely to participate. While an incentive of $100 per site visit was offered, this
incentive may not have been sufficient to adequately compensate the site contacts for their time spent on the
site visits. For these reasons, it is likely that the 2014 ECCF Study evaluated buildings with energy coderelated building practices that were better than state averages while underrepresenting buildings that perform
worse than the code.

3.3.1.2

Mitigation of Recruitment Bias

While a selection bias could not be eliminated, the project team undertook the following actions to mitigate
the self-selection bias in the 2014 ECCF Study:


Recruiting language – The language used in both the scripts used by APPRISE recruiters and the
letters distributed to building owners and building officials carefully avoided terminology such as
“code compliance study” and other verbiage that could have given the impression that the study was
an official review with consequences for observed noncompliance. Instead, recruitment efforts
highlighted that this was an energy efficiency study seeking to gather input on building practices. It
was emphasized that feedback and results from the sites would be kept anonymous and that any
information that could identify the individual buildings would be removed.



Recruiting sample with range of “green” building targets ‒ Within each of the building types, the
team sought a mix of buildings that demonstrated a range of efficient practices. Companies that were
actively pursuing green building accreditations may be more aware of their facilities’ energy performance
and thus more likely to perform higher than state averages. During the initial screening and recruitment,
APPRISE gathered information on whether a building is seeking any green building accreditations such as
LEED, High Performing Schools, or Zero-Net Energy (ZNE). As buildings seeking these accreditations
were recruited, the team sought, where feasible, to complete its recruitment with buildings that were not
actively pursuing accreditations, resulting in a sample with a range of green building targets.5

5

It should be noted that due to the early stage of construction when most of the site visits occurred, it was difficult to conclusively determine the
green building accreditations that will be achieved by each site. Often there is an initial intent to pursue accreditation, but in some cases this
pursuit is abandoned due to cost, time, or other considerations. That said, qualitatively the project team observed that many buildings,
especially the large buildings, were at least pursuing LEED or other high performance building certifications at the design or early construction
stages of the project.
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Primarily targeting building owners – The recruitment effort targeted building owners as the
primary site contacts. This strategy sought to mitigate sites’ reluctance to participate, as building
owners have a vested interest in participating in a study that reviews the energy efficiency of their
building. After initial recruitment, where possible, the team had the owner introduce the MA-CIEC
field staff to the general contractor or other site contact who could facilitate the site visits.



Multiple incentives for multiple visits – An incentive of $100 was offered for each site visit; for
large sites where multiple visits were conducted, site contacts received multiple incentives. The
offering of additional incentives for subsequent visits was an approach to encourage larger facilities
that may be reluctant to participate in the study. While the visit length depended on the site’s stage
of construction, the initial visit was generally about 2 to 3 hours long; subsequent visits were more
tactical, targeting only specific provisions that were not observable during a prior visit.



Coordination with PAs – The project team also worked with the PAs to assist in the recruitment
process. Some PAs requested a list of projects that were targeted during the recruitment so that PA
project managers could be notified in advance and could address any customer calls that were
received. The project team worked specifically with the smaller PAs that did not have many buildings
listed in the Dodge Database to have representation of all PAs in the recruited sites.

3.3.2 Data Collection Procedures
Figure 3-1 shows the activities that were completed for data collection.
Figure 3-1. 2014 ECCF Study Data Collection Activities
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3.3.2.1

Data Collection Tool

The MA-CIEC Team modified the survey instrument that was used in the 2012 Study to streamline the data
collection and analysis of the 2014 ECCF Study. The MA-CIEC Team built the 2014 ECCF Study data
collection instrument (DCI) using Microsoft Excel, which facilitates code compliance analyses for individual
sites and aggregated site data for the entire study. The survey instrument was also modified to facilitate the
data collection and compliance analysis for Massachusetts code amendments and for Stretch Code adoptees.
Please refer to Appendix B for the full DCI.

3.3.2.2

Design Documentation Review

Prior to conducting site visits, whenever possible, the assigned field engineer for each site reviewed the
construction design documents (plans) supplied for the site for energy code compliance. This initial review
streamlined the site visit; the field engineers were familiar with the physical site layout and went on-site
armed with the plan observations. The site visit task was thus to confirm what was observed on the
construction documents and fill in any gaps in information on the documents.

3.3.2.3

Site Visit

Following the plan review, the field engineer scheduled site visits with the primary site contacts. The site
visit goal was to conduct one visit for each small site (less than 50,000 sq ft) and up to three visits for each
large site. The site visits were an important activity to confirm that construction was consistent with what
was observed on the construction documents and to supplement the document review with additional
information available on-site. The availability of information during the site visits varied significantly based
on the stage of construction of each project. For example, sites in which building envelope information was
observable often did not have lighting on-site or installed during the visit. Where possible for the large sites,
follow-up visits were conducted to observe code-related features during construction process, but many of
the larger project timelines greatly exceeded the 2014 ECCF Study timeframe. Where code provisions were
not observable during site visits, compliance was assessed using the field engineers’ review of the
construction documents.

3.3.2.4

Code Compliance Analysis and Quality Control

Following the site visit(s), the field engineer confirmed the site data in the data collection tool and completed
the compliance analysis. For consistency and quality control, the MA-CIEC team identified leads for each
major code category: building envelope, mechanical systems, and lighting. These leads performed a final
review of the analysis for every site to ensure that code interpretations were consistent across all sites.
Where necessary, the category leads consulted with the field engineers, construction documents, and site
photos to resolve any consistency questions.

3.3.2.5

Building Commissioning

In addition to the plan reviews and site visits conducted for the fifty sites, the MA-CIEC team sought to
gather information on building commissioning (Cx) practices for a subset of the project sites. The team
developed a Cx questionnaire after discussions with the PAs and EEAC to facilitate a targeted conversation
with site contacts to understand each site’s approach to Cx, the primary drivers for the Cx process (e.g.,
LEED or other green building, owner interest, etc.), and the specific Cx process and documentation
developed throughout the Cx activities. A copy of the Cx questionnaire can be found in Appendix C. The
team had an initial target for Cx information of ten sites, but completed Cx conversations with nineteen of
the fifty project sites.
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3.4 Estimation of Energy Code Compliance for 2014 Massachusetts
Commercial New Construction Energy Code Compliance Followup Study
The 2014 ECCF Study assessed compliance with the 2009 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC 2009)
based on a review of observable prescriptive energy code requirements for each study site; this is consistent
with the approach taken in the 2012 Study. While IECC 2009 offers prescriptive and performance
compliance options, the 2014 ECCF Study assessed compliance based on the prescriptive approach for the
following reasons:


The majority of design teams choose the prescriptive path for compliance – The
performance path requires two complete energy performance models: one for the building as
designed, and one for a similar building that meets all of the prescriptive requirements. The primary
reasons for buildings pursuing the performance path are if the designed building has more than 40%
glazing, which is generally only triggered for large high-rise developments with primary curtain wall
envelope assemblies, or if the project is pursuing LEED or another high performance building
program.



Buildings that elect to comply with the performance path must still meet many of the code
requirements (termed “mandatory” in the code language) on a prescriptive basis – This
includes the air leakage requirements for the building envelope, most mechanical system
requirements, and all service-water heating and electrical power and lighting system requirements.



It is difficult for code officials and compliance studies to assess compliance with the
performance-based approach – Often documentation of the modeling procedures and
assumptions used to comply with this approach is unavailable to officials and compliance evaluators.
When the documentation is available, the procedure for verifying the model results is onerous and
beyond the budget capabilities of both code enforcement offices and compliance studies. Future
proposed versions of the energy code include provisions requiring post-construction building
performance monitoring to verify that the actual performance is consistent with the model results.
Post-construction monitoring could make future assessment of performance methodologies more
easily achievable.

The final compliance score for each site was assessed based on the observed code provisions, which were
weighted by their relative energy impact. The compliance scores are based on the applicable energy code at
the local (town or city) level. This focus on the local energy code applicable to each site based on its location
(town) is important because of the Massachusetts Stretch Code, which requires more stringent construction
practices, estimated to be approximately 20% better than IECC 2009.6 This code is adopted on a voluntary
basis at the city and town level; thus, neighboring towns can have different energy code requirements. For
Stretch Code sites, the project team evaluated compliance based on the prescriptive requirements of the
Stretch Code.
For the 2014 ECCF Study, compliance was evaluated using two different methodologies: one developed by
the Department of Energy (DOE) in conjunction with the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) (the
6

For any building that is built according to the Stretch Code, the actual increase in stringency depends on the type of building, the measures included,
and the compliance path selected (prescriptive or performance).
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DOE/PNNL methodology) and an enhanced methodology developed by the project team to more accurately
capture the energy impact of observed building practices (the MA-CIEC methodology). These methodologies
are explained below.

3.4.1 Department of Energy/Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
Methodology
The DOE/PNNL methodology was originally developed as a tool to assess state compliance rates and develop
plans to reach 90% compliance with IECC 2009; this goal was established in the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA). The DOE/PNNL methodology weights each provision of the energy code according
to the relative energy impact of its compliance or noncompliance. Each provision is assigned to one of three
tiers: tier 1 provisions have the lowest impact, tier 2 has twice the impact of tier 1, and tier 3 has three
times the energy impact of tier 1. This methodology is similar to that used during the 2012 Study and can
provide a reasonable basis for comparing the compliance rates between the two studies.
The DOE/PNNL methodology, however, has limitations. The IECC and American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 90.1 both allow for compliance trade-offs within the
building envelope category. COMcheck, the tool most often used for commercial building code compliance,
facilitates this trade-off procedure by generating a compliance verification for the combined envelope
components. The DOE/PNNL methodology evaluates each individual provision as either “compliant” or “not
compliant,” generating a result inconsistent with code protocols. Also, the methodology does not consider the
energy impacts for partial compliance of a provision. For example, if the above-grade wall insulation
requirements are met by 75% of the above-grade walls at a building, this site would be evaluated as “not
compliant” for this provision under the DOE/PNNL methodology since 25% of the walls do not meet the code.
Because the goal of the PNNL methodology is to assess the energy impacts of compliance/noncompliance,
rather than the simple determination of compliance, the PNNL methodology falls short of its goals.

3.4.1.1

Modifications to Department of Energy/Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory Methodology

The project team identified a number of instances where the DOE/PNNL methodology does not accurately
assess the impacts of energy code provisions. The majority of these changes were identified and modified in
the 2012 Study as well. Adjusted weighting was applied for the following provisions:


Documentation and labelling – Many code provisions under the DOE/PNNL methodology award
compliance points for providing documentation such as fenestration performance certification labels,
insulation R-value labels, etc. While these are important components to demonstrating compliance,
the project team is assessing the actual performance of these features and not awarding points for
the labels themselves. The resulting compliance scores under this approach better represent the
actual energy impact of the building practices observed. Where labels were absent, the field
engineers used construction documents, product specification sheets, discussions with on-site
contractors, and industry standard references such as the R-value per inch of insulation to
determine the performance of the installed features.



Internal consistency – In each broad energy code category (envelope, mechanical, and lighting),
code measures were evaluated against each other to ensure that their relative weighting reflected
the local climate conditions and impacts on building energy use. These modifications allowed a more
granular assessment of the actual impact of the energy code provisions.
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o

Windows versus skylights – Windows and skylights are assigned the same weight in the
DOE/PNNL methodology; however, buildings that use both windows and skylights generally
have much larger square footage of vertical fenestration (windows) than horizontal
(skylights). Thus, the relative weight of windows should be higher than that of skylights.

o

Solar heat gain coefficient – The DOE/PNNL methodology scores the impact of solar heat
gain coefficient (SHGC) to be greater than the impact of fenestration air leakage. In
Massachusetts’ climate zone, the impact of SHGC is less than the impact of fenestration air
leakage, and the relative weights should reflect this.

o

Bi-level switching versus automatic controls – The DOE/PNNL methodology assigns a
higher weight to bi-level switching than the ability to turn lights fully off manually or
automatically. The relative impacts are likely the opposite, and the weights have been
reversed.

o

Interior versus exterior lighting – Similar to windows and skylights, the project team
determined that interior lighting should be weighted more than exterior lighting, as it is
generally a larger contributor to the overall energy use. Interior lighting has been reassessed as tier 3 and exterior lighting as tier 2.

3.4.2 Massachusetts Commercial and Industrial Evaluation Contract
Methodology
The MA-CIEC methodology incorporates all of the modifications to the DOE/PNNL methodology while
incorporating the functionality to both award partial compliance with energy code measures and to assess
trade-offs within the building envelope that are allowed by IECC 2009. Additionally, the MA-CIEC
methodology assesses compliance for the Massachusetts amendments to IECC 2009.

3.4.2.1

Partial Compliance

To assess partial compliance, the energy code provisions were divided into the following two categories:


Yes/no questions – Many code provisions are assessed as either compliant or noncompliant under
the DOE/PNNL methodology. The MA-CIEC team modified these questions to allow partial
compliance values of 1/3 (recording a value of “somewhat” on the data collection form) or 2/3 (a
value of “mostly” on the DCI).



Performance and efficiency requirements – Where specific efficiency or performance levels were
required by code (with the exception of the building envelope requirements covered by COMcheck),
the MA-CIEC team calculated the ratio of actual performance to the code level and used this ratio to
weight the score. This was commonly used for mechanical equipment efficiencies and lighting power
density (LPD). Any values that exceeded the energy code were given full credit for compliance but
were not awarded more compliance points for exceeding the code.

3.4.2.2

Trade-Offs within the Building Envelope

The IECC 2009 allows trade-offs within the building envelope, yet a manual checklist-type of prescriptive
compliance assessment evaluates each code provision and cannot easily incorporate interactive effects and
trade-offs. According to a variety of studies, including those conducted by this project team, the COMcheck
compliance tool, developed by PNNL for DOE, is by far the most commonly used method for demonstrating
code compliance. The project team leveraged existing formulas to automatically assess trade-offs within the
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envelope. For each site, building features such as above- and below-grade walls, slabs and floors, roofs, and
windows and doors were entered into COMcheck, where existing formulas calculate the percentage better or
worse than the energy code for the overall modeled building envelope. For each provision, the resulting
percentage better or worse than code was used to adjust the weighted compliance level. For example, if a site
received a COMcheck envelope score of -10% (implying that, after factoring in trade-offs, the site is modeled
to performed 10% worse than a code-compliant building), each of the modeled features of that site received a
compliance score of 90% (1-0.1) of the total possible weighted score for that feature. For example, abovegrade wall insulation levels have a total possible score of 3.0, so the above-grade wall score for this site would
be 2.7, or 90% of 3.0. The following adjustments were made to the COMcheck trade-off analysis:


Maximum compliance – For the COMcheck analysis, along with all of the compliance analyses
completed in the 2014 ECCF Study, the maximum allowable compliance was 100%. Trade-offs are
not allowed between the code categories (e.g., envelope and lighting); awarding compliance scores
greater than 100% would suggest that a building envelope modeled to perform better than code
could offset other areas that may be worse than code. This is not allowed in the prescriptive path to
energy code compliance.



Missing information – During the course of conducting plan reviews and site visits for the 2014
ECCF Study, there were cases in which data was missing from the plans and unavailable to field staff
during the site visits. The most common example of this is fenestration performance data for
windows and doors. Often, the plans provided some characteristics of the glazing performance (e.g.,
low-e, insulated glass, etc.) but did not provide specific performance characteristics such as the ufactor and SHGC. Where possible, using product specifications and conversations with on-site staff,
the project team made every effort to gather descriptive information about the equipment and used
that information for COMcheck modeling.
o

Both prevailing energy codes, IECC 2009 and ASHRAE 90.1, provide default u-factors and SHGC
values to be used when window performance data is unavailable. The project team used these
values when there was no information available regarding glazing. However, when some
components of the glazing were known (e.g., low-e, tinted, etc.), these characteristics were
incorporated into the team’s assessment of glazing performance by using typical performance
criteria sourced from the 2009 ASHRAE Handbook – Fundamentals, which provides common ufactor and SHGC for a variety of fenestration setups. Where the team was able to match glazing
characteristics, these values were used instead of the code defaults. If no information was
available for windows and doors, the code default values were used for COMcheck analysis.

o

This missing information was used for COMcheck modeling purposes only and these
provisions were considered not verifiable (scored as “N/V”) in the compliance analysis.

3.4.3 Individual Site Compliance
For each site, compliance scores were developed using both the MA-CIEC and DOE/PNNL methodologies. For
each provision that could be observed either during review of construction documents or during the site
visit(s), the MA-CIEC team assessed a compliance score. Note that the MA-CIEC methodology allowed for
partial compliance and also incorporated COMcheck envelope modeling as described above. Provisions that
were not observable received as score of “not verifiable” or “n/v.” The individual provision compliance
assessments were aggregated according to each provision’s tier weight (by energy impact) as explained in
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Section 3.4.1 above. The total score received, divided by the total score possible based on the number of
observed provisions weighted by tier, resulted in the site’s overall compliance score. Note that the number
of observable provisions varied across the ECCF Study sites; this is explained in greater detail in the
discussion of the ECCF Study results site composition (Section 4.2.1.4).

3.4.4 Aggregating Compliance Results
For both methodologies presented above, the MA-CIEC team aggregated the individual site results based on
the sample design to estimate compliance with the energy code for all commercial construction activity in
Massachusetts. The results for each site were aggregated using the proportional weights for each building
stratum; these weights were calculated by dividing each stratum population by the corresponding stratum
sample size. Table 3-5 and 3-6 show the weights for each stratum in the large and small populations. Since
the large and small samples were drawn independently, the weights were calculated separately. The final
results were aggregated across both large and small populations using these weights.
Table 3-5. Large Sample Weights
Building Type
Amusement
Dormitory
Education
Hotel
Medical
Office
Multifamily (>3 stories)
Retail
Service
Total

Eligible
Population
4
3
35
4
4
17
22
13
4

Sampled Sites
1
1
4
1
2
5
8
2
1

107

25

Stratum Weight (w)
4
3
8.75
4
2
3.4
2.75
6.5
4
N/A

N/A = Not applicable
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Table 3-6. Small Sample Weights
Building Type
Amusement
Dormitory
Education
Hotel
Medical
Office
Multifamily (>3 stories)
Retail
Service

Eligible
Population
15
3
27
5
17
18
18
35
13

Sampled Sites
2
1
4
1
4
4
2
4
3

150

25

TOTAL

Stratum Weight (w)
7.5
3
6.75
5
4.25
4.5
9
8.75
4.33
N/A

N/A = Not applicable

The approach used to calculate the compliance score was adapted from the California Evaluation Framework
methodology (TecMarket Works, et. al, 2004) for stratified sample design. The overall compliance score (c)
was calculated based on the following formula:

∑
∑
where,
= Stratum site weight
= Site square feet
= Site compliance rate
The statistical precision of c can be determined by calculating the standard error (se) using the following
equation:
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̂
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where,
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The error bound (eb) is calculated as
The relative precision (rp) as

3.4.4.1

( )

( )

Control for Outliers

Since some of the strata in the sample contained one or a few sites, the team was concerned that outliers
could have undue influence on the weighted results. The project team explored aggregating the results by
site distribution and square footage independently to understand how these factors influenced the overall
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results. This analysis did not result in any sites having undue influence on the results; the compliance results
did not vary substantially regardless of the aggregation method applied. The project team feels comfortable
that the aggregation method is reflective of the sample design and the energy code measures observed on
the construction documents and in the field.

3.5 Support Program Development Efforts for Targeted New
Construction Efforts
The project team synthesized the results of the 2012 and 2014 studies, along with other code study and
training efforts, to identify program development opportunities to enhance the Massachusetts new
construction programs. These opportunities reflect traditional program approaches designed to incentivize
and incrementally increase building practices to better-than-code levels, as well as advanced approaches
that seek to pull the construction industry towards improved building performance with the long-term
objective of encouraging ZNE buildings. The project team prioritized these approaches based on 2012 Study
and 2014 ECCF Study results and feedback received from the PAs. These approaches can be found in
Appendix D.
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4

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

This section contains the results from the analysis of program participation for the 2012 Massachusetts Code
Compliance Baseline Study (2012 Study) sites and the compliance results from the 2014 Massachusetts
Commercial New Construction Energy Code Compliance Follow-up Study (2014 ECCF Study).

4.1 2012 Study Analysis of Program Administrators
This section provides the results from the analysis of program participation for the 2012 Study.

4.1.1 Overview of Efficiency Program Participation
This section provides an overview of the program administrator (PA) energy efficiency program participation
of the seventy-five buildings visited during the 2012 Study. The purpose of this effort was to differentiate
the types of energy efficiency programs that provided incentives to these facilities during their construction
and to see how a facility’s participation in PA programs affected its assessed energy code compliance. To
identify any of the seventy-five 2012 Study sites that participated in PA programs, the MA-CIEC team crossreferenced the 2012 Study site list with the databases of PA program participants that were developed as
part of two Massachusetts Commercial and Industrial Evaluation Contract (MA-CIEC) projects: a previous ECCF
and the Commercial & Industrial (C&I) Customer Profile Study.
Of the seventy-five sites visited in the 2012 Study, seventeen sites (23%) participated in at least one PAsponsored energy efficiency program. Tables 4-1 and 4-2 reflect the distribution of participants, stratified by
building size and building type, respectively, and the associated compliance scores. Due to small sample
sizes in many of these stratifications, site-level weighting created results that were unduly influenced by
outlier buildings; thus, these results are presented unweighted to broadly compare participants and
nonparticipants. This is consistent with the analysis conducted for the 2012 Study.
Table 4-1. 2012 Study Program Participation and Compliance by Building Size
Building Size (Sq ft)
Less than 25,000
25,000 to 60,000
60,000 to 250,000
Greater than 250,000
Total

2012 Study
Total
19
19
32
5
75

Overall
Compliance
73%
80%
83%
86%

Nonparticipants
14
17
24
3

80%
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Nonparticipant
Compliance
70%
80%
82%
85%
79%

Program
Participants
5
2
8
2
17

Participant
Compliance
83%
76%
87%
87%
83%
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Table 4-2. 2012 Study Program Participation and Compliance by Building Type
Building Type
Education
Hospital
Hotel
Multifamily
Office building
Residential hall/dormitory
Restaurant
Retail store
Warehouse
Total

2012 Study
Total
17
3
3
8
10
16
1
14
3
75

Overall
Compliance
76%
87%
86%
77%
85%
82%
72%
79%
68%

Nonparticipants
14
3
2
8
6
13
1
9
2

80%

58

Nonparticipant
Compliance
76%
89%
86%
72%
84%
82%
72%
78%
65%

Program
Participants
3
0
1
0
4
3
0
5
1

79%

Participant
Compliance
90%
N/A
75%
N/A
85%
82%
N/A
86%
72%

17

82%

N/A = Not applicable

4.1.2 Accounting for Participant Bias
There are many aspects to the energy performance and code compliance levels observed for program
participants. For any voluntary assessment, such as the 2012 Study, the participating sites may be more
aware of their energy impact and thus may not be representative of the general building population. This
concern over self-selection bias is even more applicable to those sites that are already participating in PA
incentive programs, as they received incentives for better-than-code building requirements.
Due to this self-selection bias, we cannot simply look at the differential practices and compliance
performance of participants and nonparticipants and attribute these differences solely to program
participation. Simply including or excluding participants would lead to an overstatement or understatement,
respectively, of the baseline practices. We must therefore adjust the impact of program participants on the
overall compliance study. We explored multiple approaches to adjusting the impact of program participation
and concluded that using a range of baseline practices based on participant and nonparticipant compliance
performance provides the most useful insights into the 2012 Study.

4.1.3 Range of Baseline Practices for Participants and Nonparticipants
The approach to account for the impact of program participation was to develop a range of baseline
practices, with nonparticipants representing one end of the range and participants representing the other.
Figure 4-1 and Table 4-3 show the comparison of compliance scores between participants and
nonparticipants for overall compliance and for each of the energy code categories assessed in the 2012
Study. The number of participants in each category varied, as some sites participated in multiple programs
(e.g., lighting and heating, ventilation, and air conditioning [HVAC]) and other sites received municipal
electric service and were thus ineligible for PA lighting programs. The overall range of compliance
assessments for each category is shown in gray for nonparticipants and in red for participants, and the
symbols represent average values for nonparticipant, participant, and overall compliance.
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Figure 4-1. 2012 Study Compliance for Participants and Nonparticipants, Weighted by Square
Footage

Table 4-3. Comparison of Compliance for 2012 Study, Weighted by Square Footage
Compliance Category
Overall compliance
HVAC
Lighting
Lighting controls
Envelope

2012 Study
Total
82%
80%
74%
82%
79%

Total
Buildings
75
75
63
63
75

Nonparticipants
81%
80%
69%
80%
80%

Nonparticipating
Buildings
58
61
52
56
58

Participants
85%
85%
92%
97%
75%

Participating
Buildings
17
14
11
7
17

4.1.4 Baseline Practice Conclusions from Compliance Range Analysis
The comparisons presented above suggest the following conclusions.


While, in general, the range of scores and the weighted compliance for program participants was
greater than those of nonparticipants in all categories except for envelope provisions, we cannot
conclude that overall code compliance increases when buildings participate in incentive programs.



There is a correlation between incentives received for specific measures and compliance with the
energy code provisions directly related to those measures. For nearly every participating measure
for which an incentive was received, where observable, directly relevant code provisions were
assessed as compliant in the 2012 Study.



Envelope provisions had lower compliance for participants (75%) than for nonparticipants (80%). PA
energy efficiency programs primarily incentivize efficient HVAC and lighting equipment and controls,
while prescriptive envelope measures are not as commonly implemented. Whole-building analysis
programs such as Advanced Buildings (AB) and Custom Design Approach (CDA) directly or indirectly
use energy modeling, which includes the envelope. However, a key feature of this modeling is that
tradeoffs are allowed throughout the process such that the entire building is determined to be a
certain percentage better than the energy code. Thus, it makes sense that individual envelope
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provisions would be assessed as noncompliant when evaluated on a prescriptive basis in the 2012
Study.

4.2 Energy Code Compliance Results from 2014 Massachusetts
Commercial New Construction Energy Code Compliance
Follow-up Study
This section contains the results from the 2014 ECCF Study. The initial results presented are the weighted
compliance scores aggregated for the state for the Department of Energy/Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory (DOE/PNNL) and Massachusetts Commercial and Industrial Evaluation Contract (MA-CIEC)
methodologies. Following this discussion, this section includes breakouts of the sample results by different
stratifications such as building size, building type, and the Massachusetts Stretch Code. The stratified results
are presented without site-level weighting because many strata have small sample sizes that are subject to
undue influence by outlier sites.

4.2.1 Overall Compliance for 2014 Massachusetts Commercial New
Construction Energy Code Compliance Follow-up Study
Figure 4-2 presents the weighted and unweighted overall state-wide compliance rates for Massachusetts
commercial new construction using the DOE/PNNL and MA-CIEC methodologies. The overall unweighted
compliance rate is estimated to be 85% using the DOE/PNNL methodology and 93% using the MA-CIEC
methodology. Weighted by building type and size, the overall compliance rate for DOE/PNNL is 85% and for
MA-CIEC is 94%. At a 90% confidence interval, these results have a relative precision of 1% for the MACIEC methodology and 2% for the DOE/PNNL methodology.7

Compliance percentage

Figure 4-2. Overall Compliance for 2014 ECCF Study
100%
80%

94%

93%
85%

85%

60%
40%
20%
0%
Total unweighted compliance
MA-CIEC methodology

4.2.1.1

Total weighted compliance
DOE/PNNL methodology

Interpretation of Compliance Scores

For the purposes of this study, it is important to define what is meant by compliance. The compliance rates
presented throughout this report do not represent the percentage of commercial buildings that fully comply
7

The precision of these results suggest that future energy code compliance studies could be conducted using smaller sample sizes. The Department of
Energy (DOE) created a sample generator tool for code compliance studies that suggests a sample size of forty-four buildings, stratified by
geography and building size, would suffice for compliance evaluations. In consultation with the PAs and EEAC during the finalization of the 2014
ECCF project work plan, the decision was made to recruit and assess separate the large and small populations.
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with the energy code. The project team was only able to observe a subset of the code provisions for each
building and was limited by the timing of construction, available documentation, and other factors discussed
in section 4.2.1.3. Even with this caveat, very few buildings, if any, fully comply with the energy code.8
Rather, the compliance scores presented should be interpreted to mean that, on an average energy impact
basis, commercial buildings in Massachusetts meet 94% of the energy code requirements per the MA-CIEC
methodology. This interpretation of compliance is consistent with the results of the 2012 Study in
Massachusetts and other studies throughout the country.
While the results of the 2014 ECCF Study suggest a code compliance rate of 94%, the actual code
compliance rate for Massachusetts is likely lower than 94%. The project team is confident that the
compliance rate reported from the field observations is accurate but proposes that the 2014 ECCF Study
compliance rate is higher than actual for several factors:


Self-selection bias – As described in the methodology section of this report, building owners,
designers, and contractors who are constructing buildings in close accordance with codes are more
likely to agree to participate in a self-selecting compliance study. Conversely, owners and building
staff that know their buildings may not meet the code are less likely to participate. The MA-CIEC
team made significant efforts to minimize this bias, but there is still likely to be some self-selection
bias among the participants.



Observable provisions – The estimated compliance rate is based on the suite of observable code
provisions during construction document reviews and field visits. Some code provisions, such as the
proper sizing of mechanical equipment, are extremely difficult to observe in this fashion; thus, the
compliance estimate does not account for all code provisions. Provisions that could not be observed
did not factor into the compliance assessments; it is possible that the compliance scores could shift
either way if observations regarding compliance or noncompliance were possible for these
unobservable provisions.



Installation quality – The quality of equipment and systems installation is an important factor in
assessing the energy impact of code compliance. The energy code specifically addresses the quality
of installation, especially for insulation and air sealing. When poor quality installations were observed
during the study, it was recorded, but in many cases it was not possible to assess the quality of
installations.



High-performance buildings – Many sites evaluated during the 2014 ECCF Study were highperformance buildings seeking LEED or other green building certifications, or were located in towns
that have adopted the Massachusetts Stretch Code. While the project team evaluated the
compliance of Stretch Code sites against the Stretch Code requirements, these advanced programs
are by design more stringent than IECC 2009 for many provisions. By pursuing these requirements,
many of these projects meet the code requirements by default.

Despite the fact that compliance is probably less than the 94% compliance rate based on provisions
observed at the study sites, this result is significant in that it suggests that the state of Massachusetts has
met the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) requirement to achieve 90% compliance with the
8

Both of the methodologies used in this study were designed to assess compliance with the energy code on a prescriptive basis. The actual
determination of compliance for each site for the purposes of issuing a certificate of occupancy is outside of the scope of this project, as the
assessment is made by the local code enforcement official in each site’s jurisdiction.
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energy code by 2017 to comply with ARRA funding requirements. Although the ARRA guidelines referenced
the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) methodology, they also allowed “equivalent”
methodologies, and PNNL has since recognized the inconsistencies uncovered by this and other compliance
studies.

4.2.1.2

Comparison of Methodologies

The two methodologies used to evaluate compliance result in different estimates for commercial new
construction. The project team expected that the MA-CIEC methodology would result in a higher compliance
score than the DOE/PNNL methodology because the MA-CIEC methodology awards partial credit for partial
compliance, while the DOE/PNNL methodology does not. This partial compliance is most applicable to the
building envelope, where the MA-CIEC methodology facilitated trade-offs using COMcheck. Under the
DOE/PNNL methodology, each provision was evaluated independently on a prescriptive basis; thus,
individual provisions that fail to meet the prescriptive requirement could still receive partial or full
compliance based on the COMcheck results. Conversely, in some cases individual prescriptive requirements
were met while the COMcheck model determined the overall envelope to be worse than the code. Since the
MA-CIEC methodology incorporates partial credit and trade-offs in the building envelope, the project team
feels that this methodology is a better reflection of the compliance rate than the DOE/PNNL methodology.
However, the DOE/PNNL methodology is more consistent with methodologies in previous studies both in
Massachusetts and in other states and is useful in identifying trends over time or across jurisdictions.
The project team imposed a maximum envelope score of full (100%) compliance with the energy code
because trade-offs are not allowed across the energy code sections. COMcheck-modeled building envelopes
for thirty-four sites were better than code; however, scoring these sites as better than code would result in
strong envelope performance potentially offsetting underperformance in other areas of the building. IECC
2009 does not allow tradeoffs between building envelope, mechanical, and lighting provisions; COMcheck
controls for this when used for the entire building, and the project team’s use of the building envelope
calculation engine is consistent with this approach. ),
Figure 4-3 shows how compliance scores differ between the two methodologies for each site. The project
team explored the removal of any outliers in this data, but that did not have significant impact on the overall
weighted results.
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Figure 4-3. Scatter Plot of MA-CIEC and DOE/PNNL Raw Compliance Scores
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Figure 4-4 shows the geographical spread of unweighted MA-CIEC compliance scores across the sites. The
figure can be compared to Figure 4-5, which shows the geographical spread of unweighted PNNL/DOE
compliance scores across the sites.
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Figure 4.4. Unweighted MA-CIEC Compliance Scores

Figure 4.5. Unweighted DOE/PNNL Compliance Scores

4.2.1.3

Data Collection Limitations

It is important to recognize some limitations of the compliance results presented in this report. The 2014
ECCF Study focuses on assessing energy code compliance at active construction sites to evaluate building
components, such as the building envelope, that are often difficult to observe once construction is complete.
While this approach provided valuable information for these components where available, it also resulted in
the following data collection challenges.


Variability of construction documentation – During site recruitment, the project team used a
myriad of methods to receive construction documents for each site; some were provided in the
McGraw-Hill Construction’s Dodge Global Network (Dodge Database), while others were transmitted
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by email, File Transfer Protocol, and other web portals. In total, the project team received
construction documentation for forty-nine of the fifty sites visited in the 2014 ECCF Study. However,
there was considerable variability in the level of detail and completeness in the documents received.
o

Documentation level of detail – In most construction projects, there are many versions of
plans developed throughout construction. Bid plans are first developed when the project is
seeking contractors for construction; many of the plans received from the Dodge Database
were such plans. Once the project is awarded to contractors, there are often edits made to
components of the plans throughout the construction process. Once complete, as-built
documents are provided. Since our focus is on active construction, we did not have as-built
documentation to review and had to rely on the varying levels of detail in the plans received.


Core/shell plans – Some buildings in the 2014 ECCF Study, most often in the retail
sector, were built as shell buildings only; the construction activity for these sites
focused on the building envelope and common area mechanical and lighting loads.
The actual tenant spaces are fit out separately at a later date. Often the reviewed
documentation did not have extensive information about the tenant areas.



Design-build – For design-build projects, the detailed mechanical and electrical
plans are not developed until the construction contractors have been determined.
The information contained in these documents can vary greatly depending on the
version of plans received by the project team.



Construction delays – Delays in construction activities at the 2014 ECCF Study sites affected the
team’s ability to gather comprehensive information during site visits. The project team encountered
construction delays at study projects that were due to a variety of factors such as additional
permitting requirements from municipalities, environmental remediation requirements, and weather
delays resulting from the unusually snowy winter. Despite these delays, the team completed at least
one site visit for forty-four of the fifty project sites. For the six sites where visits were not possible,
the project team assessed the compliance based on the documentation review, supplemented by
conversations the field engineer conducted with the on-site project contacts.9

4.2.1.4

2014 Massachusetts Commercial New Construction Energy Code
Compliance Follow-up Study Site Composition

The data collection limitations highlighted in the preceding section combined with differences in applicability
of code measures across sites result in a variability of the contribution of individual code provisions to the
overall compliance score for each site. In other words, while a compliance score was assessed for each site
using the methodologies presented in this report, the provisions assessed for each site varied considerably.
This variability is inherent in all field-based compliance assessments; the following discussion and figures
provide additional insight into the composition of the 2014 ECCF Study compliance scores.
Some of the variation in applicability was due to provisions that apply to some sites but not to others. For
example, buildings that are completely slab-on-grade construction do not have below-grade walls and are
thus not evaluated for the below-grade wall provision. Sites that have some slab-on-grade and some below9

There were no major differences in outcomes observed for the sites where visits were not possible. In general there were fewer points possible for
these sites, as conducting site visits often enabled the project team to observe features such as the quality of insulation and air barrier
installation, but the compliance rates for these sites were consistent with the other forty-four sites.
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grade would be assessed for both requirements in the code, while sites without slab-on-grade construction
would only be evaluated for the below-grade wall provision. Sites with tenant areas designated for future fitout often had fewer provisions assessed than sites where all of the details were specified during design.
The variation in site composition is best shown graphically when comparing the contributions of each major
code category – envelope, mechanical, and lighting provisions – to the total score. The figures below show
the contributions for the MA-CIEC compliance methodology; while the compliance scores were lower for the
DOE/PNNL methodology, the variation of applicable provisions did not differ significantly enough to
necessitate the presentation of both methodologies. While the contributions range across sites, they are
generally consistent across methodologies. On average, approximately 40% of the compliance scores result
from building envelope provisions, 35% from mechanical systems, and approximately 20% from lighting.
Figure 4-6 shows the total potential scoring variability.
Figure 4-6. MA-CIEC Total Potential Scoring Variability
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While Figure 4-6, above, shows the distribution of available scores across the energy code categories, it is
important to recognize that the number of observable and applicable code provisions at each site ranged
greatly based on factors that include the information available to the field engineers and the building size,
type, and specific features of each site. Figure 4-7 shows the total number of compliance points possible at
each of the fifty project sites; while each site could receive a maximum compliance score of 100%, the total
possible points that could be obtained varied across the sites based on observable features.
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Figure 4-7. MA-CIEC Methodology Total Possible Compliance Score by Site
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4.2.2 Code Compliance Stratifications
This section provides the estimated compliance rates for selected stratifications of the sampled sites. With
the exception of building size, these results are presented unweighted because of the small sample sizes and
potential for outlier projects to have disproportionate influence on the results. These analyses provide
valuable insights into how construction practices in Massachusetts comply with the energy code. For some
stratifications, the results are presented from both the MA-CIEC and DOE/PNNL methodologies to enable
additional discussion and observations.

4.2.2.1

Estimated Compliance by Building Size

Table 4-4 shows the estimated compliance for large and small sites. The 2014 ECCF Study used 50,000 sq ft
as the delineator to distinguish large and small sites. This determination was made during the review of the
project work plan to ensure that the study included a representative number of large construction sites while
providing insight into building practices at smaller sites throughout the state.
Table 4-4. Estimated Compliance by Building Size
MA-CIEC Methodology
Site Size
Large sites
Small sites
Overall

DOE/PNNL Methodology

Unweighted
Compliance
94%
93%

Weighted
Compliance
94%
95%

Unweighted
Compliance
86%
85%

Weighted
Compliance
85%
86%

93%

94%

85%

85%

The weighted compliance results do not show a significant difference in compliance between large and small
sites. However, analysis of the variability within the compliance results suggests that there was greater
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variability observed in compliance at the small sites. Table 4-5 shows the coefficients of variation (Cv) for
the large and small sites for both methodologies. While the weighted compliance results are similar for the
two groups, the small sites have greater variability around the mean compliance score.
Table 4-5. Coefficient of Variation for Large and Small Sites
Building Size
Large (>= 50,000 sq ft)
Small (< 50,000 sq ft)
Overall

MA-CIEC Methodology
4%
11%

DOE/PNNL Methodology
10%
16%

8%

12%

As the site distribution map in Figure 4-8 shows, most of the large sites in the study were located in or
within close proximity to Boston. This is reflective of the overall construction trends in the state.
Figure 4-8. Distribution of Sites in 2014 ECCF Study By Size Classification

4.2.2.2

Estimated Compliance by Energy Code Category

Figure 4-9 shows the estimated compliance for the primary energy code categories: envelope, mechanical
systems (HVAC), and lighting systems.
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Compliance percentage

Figure 4-9. Estimated Compliance by Energy Code Category
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Estimated Compliance by Building Type

Table 4-6 shows the unweighted average compliance by building type for all of the sites in the 2014 ECCF
Study. While many of the building types identified from the Dodge Database had small contributions to the
overall sample and should be viewed with caution, a few observations can be drawn from this analysis. Of
the larger contributions to the sample, educational, office, and multifamily buildings generally had high
overall compliance. Service projects had the lowest compliance rates; this is a broad category and includes
buildings such as automobile maintenance facilities and public works buildings.
Table 4-6. Estimated Compliance by Building Type
Building Type
Amusement
Dormitory
Education
Hotel
Medical
Office
Retail
Service
Multifamily (>3 stories)
Total

4.2.2.4

Number of
Sites
3
2
8
2
6
9
6
4
10
50

MA-CIEC Average
Compliance
98%
98%
96%
91%
95%
97%
90%
80%
93%

DOE/PNNL Average
Compliance
96%
94%
88%
75%
83%
93%
82%
71%
82%

93%

85%

Estimated Compliance for Stretch Code Sites

The Massachusetts Stretch Code was adopted in 2009 as part of the Massachusetts Green Communities Act.
This code is an optional add-on to IECC 2009 that individual towns can adopt; requirements and compliance
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methods vary slightly across building size and building type, but the general requirement is that new
construction in Stretch Code communities exceeds IECC 2009 requirements by approximately 20%.10
As of October 2014, 146 towns in Massachusetts have adopted the Stretch Code, representing
approximately 53% of the state’s population.11 Further, many of the largest metropolitan areas (where the
majority of Massachusetts construction activity is also consolidated, including Boston, Cambridge, Springfield,
and Worcester) have adopted the Stretch Code. Figure 4-10 shows the distribution of 2014 ECCF Study sites
by whether or not their jurisdiction has adopted the Stretch Code. Of the fifty sites in the study, thirty-three
(66%) were in jurisdictions that adopted the Stretch Code and seventeen (34%) were not.
Figure 4-10. Distribution of Sites in 2014 ECCF Study, by Stretch and Non-Stretch Communities

For each site in the 2014 ECCF Study, the project team assessed the applicability of the Stretch Code. For
Stretch Code communities, compliance was assessed using the more stringent prescriptive Stretch Code
requirements in place of the IECC 2009 prescriptive requirements. Table 4-7 shows the compliance results
for Stretch Code and non-Stretch Code sites. Even with the more stringent requirements, the unweighted
compliance rate under both methodologies was higher for Stretch Code sites than non-Stretch Code sites.
Table 4-7. Estimated Compliance for the Stretch Code
Site Location
Non-Stretch Code community
Stretch Code community
Grand total

Site Count
17
33
50

MA-CIEC Compliance
90%
95%

DOE/PNNL Compliance
84%
86%

93%

85%

Additional exploration of the Stretch Code sites reveals that of the twenty-five large sites, twenty were
located in Stretch Code communities, while the small sites were split between Stretch Code and non-Stretch
10
11

For any building that is built according to the Stretch Code, the actual increase in stringency depends on the type of building, the measures
included, and the compliance path selected (prescriptive or performance).
For the 2014 ECCF Study, the Stretch Code adoption status at the time of permitting for each site was used to determine whether or not the
Stretch Code provisions were required. The reference to October 2014 Stretch Code adoption is included to provide context into the adoption
statewide and its distribution in the 2014 ECCF Study.
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Code sites. This observation is reflective of the concentration of construction activity in Boston and other
cities that have adopted the Stretch Code. Table 4-8 shows the Stretch Code sites by building size.
Table 4-8. Stretch Code Sites by Building Size
Site Location
Non-Stretch Code community
Stretch Code community

Large Site
Count

Grand Total

5
20

Large Site MACIEC Compliance
93%
94%

25

94%

Small Site
Count
12
13
25

Small Site MACIEC Compliance
89%
96%
93%

4.3 Compliance Trends over Time
The results of the 2012 and 2014 compliance studies show some trends in compliance over time. Table 4-9
shows the code compliance rates for all of the projects assessed during the two studies. The 2012 Study was
conducted shortly after IECC 2009 was adopted in Massachusetts; thus, sites were governed by both IECC 2006
and IECC 2009 depending on their permitting date. For the 2014 ECCF Study, all of the sites were permitted prior
to the IECC 2012 effective date of 7/1/2014; thus, IECC 2009 applies. The 2014 ECCF Study results reflect the
DOE/PNNL methodology for this analysis, as this method is most comparable to the 2012 Study approach.
Table 4-9. Energy Code Compliance Trends
Project Year
2009–2010

Applicable Code
IECC 2006

Site Count
48

Average Compliance
82%

2011–2012

IECC 2009

27

76%

2013–2014

IECC 2009

50

85%

The results presented in this table suggest trends in increasing compliance rates over the past 5 years.
While the 2012 and 2014 (ECCF) Studies methodologies are comparable, differences in the study designs
with respect to the timing of site visits resulted in some variance of the primary observed code measures in
each study. The 2012 Study targeted completed buildings, without plan reviews, and the results were
comprised largely from mechanical and lighting systems, while the ECCF Study focused on active
construction sites, combined with plan reviews, enabling the MA-CIEC team to gather more in-depth building
envelope information.12 It is important to note that building performance did not decline from the IECC 2006
to the IECC 2009 sites, but rather the code became more stringent, and it was more difficult for sites to
comply with new or more stringent code measures.


Code Adoption Cycle – The 2014 ECCF Study was conducted at the end of the IECC 2009 cycle,
while the 2012 Study was conducted early in the IECC 2009 code cycle. It is expected that
compliance will increase throughout a code cycle as the design and building communities become
more familiar with the requirements of IECC 2009 and the best approaches to meet the code

12

It is difficult to quantitatively correct for these differences in site visit timing, but some qualitative observations can be made. The 2012 Study
assessed noncompliance in many sites for a number of measures, such as lighting and mechanical controls, that are often installed late in the
construction process; compliance with these provisions may have been subject to budgetary limitations. These same kinds of measures, when
evaluated in the ECCF Study, would likely be assessed as compliant if they were documented in the construction documents. This suggests that
compliance rates for completed projects may be lower than active construction as value-engineering and other cuts are made to finish projects
on time and under budget. While conducting multiple visits for some large sites in the ECCF Study was designed to enable the team to verify
more of the measures in the field, overall there were only a few sites where the timing of the construction projects and the visits aligned such
that the majority of the construction process was observable.
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mandates. The adoption of IECC 2012, which is required for all projects permitted after July 2014,
will likely result in a short-term decrease in compliance levels because new and more stringent
requirements will take time to be implemented routinely in Massachusetts new construction projects.


Stretch Code – The adoption rate of the Stretch Code is a potential factor in the compliance rate
changes over time. With greater than 50% of the state’s towns and population having adopted it, it is
likely that the Stretch Code is heavily ingrained in the approach to building design in Massachusetts. This
may be having a transformative effect on the market, as some design and construction firms stated to
the project team that their methods have largely evolved to meet the requirements of the Stretch Code
in all project design rather than have distinct design approaches for Stretch and non-Stretch Code
communities. This suggests that the Stretch Code may be moving the market forward and encouraging
better building practices throughout the state, regardless of whether each individual community has
adopted the code.



MA Code Training – Commercial energy code training, sponsored by the Massachusetts
Department of Energy Resources (DOER), was delivered to hundreds of Massachusetts code officials,
product vendors, and design and construction practitioners between February 2010 and October
2010. While these trainings pre-date the 2012 and 2014 studies, they may have had an impact on
compliance levels due to their volume and scope. It takes time to increase the awareness of the
energy code, understanding of building science principles, and assessment of compliance for
commercial buildings.

4.4 Analysis of Selected Individual Code Provisions
This section explores the compliance scores for select individual code provisions, organized by energy code
category. Where applicable, the discussion revisits provisions that were observed to have low compliance in
the 2012 Study and highlights provisions with high response rates and either high or low compliance in the
2014 ECCF Study.13

4.4.1 Building Envelope Provisions
Table 4-10 displays the unweighted compliance for select building envelope provisions and the percentage of
sites where each provision was verifiable on construction documentation and/or during field visits.

13

The 2014 ECCF Study was designed to allow multiple site visits for some of the large projects in order to observe building practices throughout the
life of the construction project. While this approach was effective in some cases, many of these large projects extended far beyond the window
of this study due to schedule, weather, and other factors, limiting the additional information gathered at second and/or third visits.
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Table 4-10. Select Building Envelope Code Provisions
Provision Description
Below-grade wall insulation R-value
Below-grade wall insulation installation quality

Percentage Verifiable
50%
22%

1

MA-CIEC Compliance
94%
97%

DOE/PNNL Compliance
96%
91%

Slab-edge insulation R-value
Slab-edge insulation installation quality

80%
30%

97%
91%

73%
87%

Above-grade wall insulation R-value

100%

95%

50%

Above-grade wall insulation installation quality

48%

94%

81%

Roof insulation R-value

100%

95%

74%

Roof insulation installation quality

30%

100%

100%

Vertical fenestration U-factor
Vestibules installed where required

52%
86%

99%
95%

85%
86%

1

Percentage verifiable indicates the percentage of the 2014 ECCF Study sites where it was possible for the project team to assess compliance
for each code provision either from construction documents, on-site, or both.

This table suggests the following observations about specific envelope building practices.


Prescriptive insulation requirements – Since the MA-CIEC methodology leverages
COMcheck to incorporate trade-offs in the evaluation of the prescriptive envelope insulation
requirements, the DOE/PNNL methodology results for these provisions is most reflective of the
actual field observations. While these prescriptive observations are reflective of individual
provision compliance, the allowed trade-offs within the building envelope, captured by the MACIEC compliance methodology, results in significantly higher compliance for the envelope.
Further, buildings pursuing performance modeling, while required to meet the suite of
mandatory prescriptive requirements, are not subject to, and may not meet, all of the individual
prescriptive envelope requirements.
o

Above-grade wall insulation – There were many sites where above-grade wall
insulation did not meet the code requirements on a prescriptive basis. These sites were
not installing continuous insulation at all, and some were not installing insulation levels
sufficient to meet the code-required levels.

o

Below-grade wall insulation – High compliance rates were observed for below-grade
insulation, though this determination was primarily based on the review of construction
documents. Field engineers were only able to observe this at a few sites, as these
features are commonly sealed up prior to the construction of the remainder of the
building shell. However, where observable, below-grade wall insulation generally
matched the field engineers’ assessment from the construction documents.

o

Slab-edge and roof insulation – Slab edge and roof insulation were more varied, with
compliance rates at 73% and 74%, respectively. Field engineers observed that, while
slab-edge and roof insulation was installed or planned at nearly all of the sites, the
installed R-values in some cases did not meet the prescriptive requirements of the code.



Installation quality of insulation – The code requires that all insulation be installed per the
manufacturers’ requirements. The field observations attempted to observe and rate the quality of
the installation for each of the prescriptive insulation requirements using a scale of 1 to 3, similar to
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the Home Energy Rating System (HERS) insulation rating scale. The team looked for gaps, voids,
and compression in the wall insulation, incomplete coverage of rigid board insulation, and any
insulating materials that were exposed to the elements. While this information was not observable
at some sites because of their stage of construction, overall the installation quality was found to be
compliant.

4.4.2 Mechanical System Provisions
Table 4-11 shows the compliance scores for select mechanical provisions. The compliance rate for the MACIEC and DOE/PNNL methodologies are similar for mechanical provisions, with slight differences due to
some sites receiving partial credit for meeting the requirements for some but not all equipment on-site.
Table 4-11. Select Mechanical System Provisions
Provision Description
Mechanical equipment meets efficiency
requirements.
HVAC ducts and plenums are insulated.
Air economizers are provided where
required and meet the requirements for
design capacity and control.
Exhaust air energy recovery is provided
on systems where required ( ≥ 5,000
cfm and 70% of design supply air).
Motors have the capability to operate
below full speed where required by
motor size (≥10 hp for VAV fan motors
and ≥7.5 hp for heat rejection fan
systems).
Zone controls can limit simultaneous
heating and cooling and sequence
heating and cooling to each zone.

Percentage Verifiable
88%

MA-CIEC Compliance
90%

DOE/PNNL Compliance
82%

82%
62%

93%
97%

83%
97%

56%

82%

79%

30%

100%

100%

64%

96%

94%

The project team made the following observations regarding these mechanical code provisions:


Mechanical equipment efficiency – The code requires mechanical equipment to meet
specified efficiency levels that vary based on the size and type of equipment. These
requirements were satisfied at the majority of the sites (93%). One area where noncompliance
was most often observed was for heat pumps at Stretch Code sites. The Stretch Code
establishes more stringent heat pump requirements, which in some cases were not met by the
installed or planned equipment.



Duct and plenum insulation – Ducts and plenum insulation overall had high compliance at the
observed 2014 ECCF Study sites. While the actual insulation levels were sometimes difficult to
determine, proper duct sealing and insulation at least visually was observed to be a standard
practice. This provision had lower compliance (67%) during the 2012 Study. The quality of the
installation of duct insulation is important in ensuring the mechanical systems operate efficiently.



Variable speed drives – The code requires that variable air volume (VAV) fan motors greater
than 10 hp and fan systems for heat rejection equipment with motors greater than 7.5 hp have
controls to reduce fan speeds to operate below design conditions. This is most commonly
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satisfied with variable speed drives (VSDs). This was difficult to observe at sites where
mechanical equipment had not yet been installed and was not applicable to a number of small
sites that did not have fan systems that met the code thresholds; where applicable and
observable, though, these requirements were universally met.


Economizers – The code requires that air-side economizers are installed for cooling systems
greater than or equal to 54,000 British thermal units (Btu) per hour. This requirement was
verified by review of construction documents and site visits. Review of mechanical schedules or
nameplate data provided cooling system size, and field engineers verified that installed
economizers were capable of providing 100% outside air by reviewing product specification
sheets. Overall this was observable at 62% of sites with very high (97%) compliance.



Energy recovery – The code requires energy recovery on systems greater than 5,000 cfm and
70% of design supply air. This was observed to be compliant at 88% of the sites where verifiable.

4.4.3 Lighting Provisions
Table 4-12 shows the compliance scores for select lighting provisions. The compliance rate for the MA-CIEC
and DOE/PNNL methodologies are similar for lighting provisions, with slight differences due to some sites
receiving partial credit for meeting the requirements for some but not all fixtures or controls on-site.
Table 4-12. Select Lighting Provisions
Provision Description
Automatic lighting control to shut off all non-emergency building lighting
(required in buildings >5,000 sq ft)
Each area enclosed by walls or partitions has required manual lighting
controls.
Lighting controls allow occupants to reduce lighting load by at least 50%
(commonly bi-level switching).
Daylight zones are provided with individual controls that control the lights
independent of the general area lighting.
Lighting power density (LPD) in interior spaces is at or below coderequired levels.
LPD in exterior spaces is at or below code-required levels.
Exterior grounds light fixtures are greater than 100 W are either > 60
lumens/watt or are controlled by motion sensors.

Percentage
Verifiable
58%

MA-CIEC
Compliance
94%

DOE/PNNL
Compliance
93%

90%

100%

100%

52%

78%

65%

70%

51%

49%

90%

97%

87%

82%
38%

96%
84%

93%
79%

A few observations can be made from an analysis of the individual lighting provisions:


Daylighting compliance – The energy code requires that daylight zones, generally defined as
areas located adjacent to windows and under skylights, be provided with individual controls
independent of general lighting controls. This daylighting provision was consistently not met by
the sampled sites. This was also observed during the 2012 Study and is likely reflective of the
fact that these requirements may be difficult for the design and construction communities to
interpret. Many of the sites visited were not yet installing lighting on-site, so the field engineers
leveraged the construction documents, along with conversations with the on-site staff, to
determine whether or not daylighting was installed or planned.
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LPD – While there were a few sites that failed to meet the required lighting power allowance,
the majority of sites’ evaluated LPD was substantially better than code requirements. This was
true for both interior and exterior LPD and is largely because of increasing prevalence of LEDs to
supply lighting loads. Many of the large sites, especially those pursuing green building
certifications, were exclusively installing LEDs, easily meeting the code requirement.



Additional lighting controls – There are a few provisions requiring a range of lighting controls
based on the size and type of the building. Compliance was high for the manual lighting controls
requirement; this was observed to be a standard practice. However, compliance for other
controls, such as the ability to reduce lighting load by 50%, though verifiable in only 52% of the
sites, was observed to be lower. The lower verification rates here were due to a combination of
shell-only buildings and many sites where the lighting control strategies were not identified on
construction documentation and the projects had not yet installed lighting at the time of the site
visit(s).

4.4.4 Massachusetts Code Amendment Provisions
Massachusetts has made amendments to IECC 2009 that pertain to commercial new construction, as shown in
Table 4-13. While these amendments are also included in the Massachusetts Stretch Code, they are required
where applicable in all projects regardless of whether the site’s jurisdiction has adopted the Stretch Code.
Table 4-13. Massachusetts Code Amendment Provisions
Provision Description
Continuous air barrier installed to control air leakage into or out of the
conditioned space. Air barrier assembly must connect and seal all
envelope materials and penetrations.
Requirement that the entire area of slab-on-grade shall be insulated with
minimum of R-5 for educational, residential, and institutional buildings.

Percent Verifiable
98%

MA-CIEC Compliance
94%

22%

100%

The construction document and field review of the amendments lead to the following observations:


Continuous air barrier – The continuous air barrier provision was verifiable on plans and/or during
field visits for forty-nine out of the fifty project sites. Field engineers observed that the continuous
air barrier was verifiable on construction documents at 86% of the project sites. The air barrier was
not as easily observed during field visits because some of the project sites had not yet installed the
air barrier and others had already completed the building envelope. Field engineers evaluated this
provision at thirty-four (68%) of the fifty sites. The compliance rate of 94% reflects the plan and
field observations; however, we caution that the performance of the air barrier is largely dependent
on proper installation, which was not observable during the plan reviews and often only partially
observable in the field. The 2012 Study estimated compliance with the air barrier of 86%; the
increase in compliance for the 2014 ECCF Study suggests that the air barrier requirements are
better understood and more commonly implemented in commercial new construction.



Full-slab insulation – The Massachusetts requirement that the entire area of slab-on-grade
construction be insulated with a minimum of R-5 for certain building types was verifiable at eleven
(22%) of the fifty project sites. This provision was not applicable to project sites that were exempted
from this code amendment based on their building type. This provision was primarily observed on
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construction documents and confirmed during conversations with the on-site staff during field visits.
Field engineers were rarely on-site at the appropriate time to visibly confirm this requirement.

4.5 Results from Commissioning Site Research
The project team conducted targeted conversations with the contacts from nineteen sites regarding their
approach to building commissioning (Cx). These interviews have been synthesized into the following
qualitative observations about commissioning practices in Massachusetts commercial construction:


Commissioning related to green building certifications performed where required – Sites
pursuing green building certification programs such as LEED require more extensive commissioning
activities than the energy code. These requirements are consistently being met by the sites seeking
these certifications that were interviewed by the project team. This is a requirement for certification
in many cases; often these are large, complex buildings and the design and construction teams
recognize the value of commissioning services.



Third-party commissioning service providers are common practice – For the sites that identified
that they are pursuing commissioning, the provider was most frequently a third party hired for
commissioning. Only one large residential site reported planning on completing commissioning in house.



Cx is more common at larger projects – Large sites were found to be more likely to pursue Cx
activities because these sites generally have more complex systems, from envelope construction to
mechanical equipment and lighting design. It is becoming more common for projects to pursue
green building certifications, especially for large projects in urban environments. The team
interviewed the contacts for some of these projects and found that many are pursuing Cx regardless
of whether they are required by the certification program. These large sites have more visibility in
the construction community and have greater budgets, increasing complexity, and more eyes on the
project activities; these factors drive the pursuit of Cx practices at these larger sites.



HVAC commissioning is more common – The majority of sites pursuing Cx are doing so primarily
for the HVAC systems; only a few were also actively pursuing building envelope Cx. A handful of
sites that identified themselves as not pursing Cx responded that, if they did any form of
commissioning process, it would be for their HVAC systems – not surprising given that HVAC
systems require more set up and maintenance post-construction.



Commissioning is becoming standard practice for certain building types – Some of the onsite personnel commented that commissioning was becoming more of a standard practice and that,
as a result, they have seen an increasing number of projects that are commissioned – especially for
schools and other municipal buildings.



The following are primary reasons for not commissioning commercial projects.
o

Cost-cutting removed it from the budget – Because commissioning is viewed as an addon to the construction cost, it is frequently cut to reduce spending and meet the budgets.

o

Lack of owner interest – Some multifamily sites that did not pursue commissioning cited a
lack of ownership interest in the commissioning process. These projects are more likely to
have smaller unit-specific mechanical equipment, which presents challenges and likely
additional costs to the commissioning effort.
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o

It is not required – Some site contacts indicated that their projects did not pursue Cx
because the project scope was too small or the code does not require commissioning. The
code requires mechanical system balancing and setup, and the Stretch Code requires
mechanical Cx, but there is no requirement for whole-building Cx.



Start-up and testing common practice for small sites – Site contacts for small sites that were not
performing third-party commissioning indicated that they require the mechanical contractors to perform
the startup and testing of the equipment. This is consistent with the requirements of IECC 2009.
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5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This section provides the conclusions of the 2014 Massachusetts Commercial New Construction Energy Code
Compliance Follow-up Study (2014 ECCF Study) and recommendations for future program development as it
relates to the energy code. It is important to understand the changing role of energy codes as they relate to
building performance and how the code should relate to baseline building practices.

5.1 Observations on Code Compliance Rates
This section contains observations regarding the energy code, informed from the 2012 and 2014
Massachusetts Code Compliance Baseline studies to support program development efforts. General
observations are presented first, followed by observations specific to each major code category.

5.1.1 General Observations


Energy code compliance for Massachusetts was observed to be approximately 94% – This
score should be interpreted to mean that, on an average energy impact basis, commercial buildings
in Massachusetts meet 94% of the energy code requirements. This observation is significant in that
it suggests that Massachusetts has met the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA)
requirement to achieve 90% compliance with the energy code by 2017 to receive funding. Although
the ARRA guidelines referenced the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) methodology, they
also allowed “equivalent” methodologies, and PNNL has since recognized the inconsistencies
uncovered by this and other compliance study teams.



Overall code compliance for the Commonwealth is likely lower than 94% – We are confident
that the compliance rate reported from our observations is accurate but propose that the 2014 ECCF
Study compliance rate is somewhat higher for several factors:
o

Due to self-selection bias, building owners that are constructing high-performance buildings
are more likely to agree to participate than owners and contractors who are knowingly not
building to code or are relatively ignorant of energy code provisions. The MA-CIEC team
made significant efforts to minimize this bias, but there is still likely to be some selfselection bias among the participants.

o

This project purposely targeted active construction projects, focusing on earlier stage
construction to observe envelope assemblies. Thus, many of the provisions commonly installed
later in the construction process that represent code challenges – such as lighting control,
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) control, and commissioning – were
unobservable. These provisions were found to be associated with lower compliance rates in the
2012 study of completed projects.



There is an opportunity for additional savings from code compliance – While the 2014
Massachusetts Commercial New Construction Energy Code Compliance Follow-up Study (2014 ECCF
Study) suggests that, on an average energy impact basis, commercial buildings in Massachusetts meet
94% of the energy code requirements, there remains an opportunity for additional savings from
increases in code compliance. There are many prescriptive code measures where partial compliance was
commonly observed; these provisions present sizable kWh savings opportunities from increased
compliance.
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Increased adoption of the Stretch Code may have led to increased energy code compliance –
As more municipalities adopt the Stretch Code, designers and builders seek to comply with its more
stringent requirements, yielding an increased awareness of energy codes in general as well as the
actual Stretch Code provisions. This factor appears to improve compliance not only within the
Stretch Code jurisdictions, but on other projects throughout the region executed by the same design
and construction firms.



Code compliance increases near the end of code cycles – The timing of the 2012 and 2014 studies
within the energy code adoption cycle provides insight into the estimated compliance result. The 2014
ECCF Study was conducted at the end of the 2009 International Energy Conservation Code (IECC 2009)
cycle, while the 2012 Study was conducted early in the IECC 2009 code cycle. It can be expected, and
was shown in Table 4-9, that compliance increases throughout a code cycle as the design and building
communities and code officials become more familiar with the requirements and develop approaches to
meet the code mandates.
o

It is also worth noting here that the adoption of IECC 2012, which is required for all projects
permitted after July 2014, will likely result in a short-term decrease in compliance levels
because new, more stringent requirements will take time to be implemented routinely in
Massachusetts new construction.



Few differences were observed between the code features depicted on construction
documents and their corresponding field verifications – There were relatively few observed
differences from the energy code practices identified during the design document review and the
practices observed on-site. However, field visits were often not able to capture the same level of
detail and were dependent on the construction stage of the project. At the majority of the sites
where the field engineers observed noncompliance of prescriptive requirements, the noncompliance
was identifiable both on construction documents and on-site.



Code determinations are most often made during the design phase – During the 2014 ECCF
Study field visits, the field engineers observed that many contractors and subcontractors working
on-site were not necessarily familiar with the provisions of the energy code. The on-site team’s
primary focus at most of the sites was the execution of the project as designed on the construction
documents. Since few differences were observed between construction documents and field
verifications, if the documents meet the code and the execution represents high-quality
workmanship, the project will likely meet the code requirements.



Design documents are not always clear as to energy code-related intent – Many of the
reviewed design documents were unclear in their representation of code provision details. For
example, air sealing was not always clearly specified and exact window specifications were not
always provided. The project team was able to obtain specifications alongside the construction
documents for some of the sites, but the level of detail provided in the specifications varied greatly
between sites.



Shell and core projects present additional barriers to demonstrating energy code
compliance – For core and shell projects, construction design documents do not generally include
the necessary details to demonstrate code compliance. Later-stage documentation is usually
completed after tenants have been selected to fit out their interior spaces. This documentation may
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not be readily available for compliance assessment and/or enforcement, as in many cases this
occurs after the completion of the shell construction.

5.1.2 Building Envelope Observations


Lack of continuous insulation where required – Continuous insulation was not used where
prescribed by the energy code in many projects. This was observed specifically at multifamily
construction sites. Continuous insulation is required for commercial construction, but is not always
mandatory for residential construction. For multifamily buildings, the commercial code applies when
the building is higher than three stories, with the residential code applying for one- to three-story
multifamily structures. The lack of continuous insulation observed at multifamily sites suggests that
there may be confusion on the code interpretation of this provision. Additional training and
education efforts to ensure that the design community understands the code’s distinctions between
residential and commercial buildings could improve prescriptive compliance with this measure.



Fenestration – The project team observed that the fenestration specifications (e.g., U-factor, solar
heat gain coefficient (SHGC), and air leakage rate) are rarely supplied on construction documents.
This data was primarily captured only when window stickers were available during site validations.
Construction documents typically provide some details related to the window construction, especially
for custom site-built and curtain wall systems, but it was rare that the team was able to identify
energy code-related window specifications based solely on a review of the construction documents.



Many prescriptive insulation installations are not compliant with the energy code – When
evaluated prescriptively using the DOE/PNNL methodology, many insulation requirements for the
sample sites were not met. While the results of the trade-off analysis using COMcheck suggest that
overall envelope performance is strong, the lack of compliance on a prescriptive basis provides an
opportunity for improvements in construction practices and potential energy savings from improving
insulation in new construction.

5.1.3 Mechanical System Observations


Mechanical equipment efficiency levels are generally compliant with the energy code –
This observation was also recorded during the 2012 Study and reflects the fact that the market has
transformed in such a way that mechanical equipment that is available through normal distribution
chains meets current energy code requirements.



Proper system sizing is difficult to assess – The code includes a provision that mechanical systems
be sized according to heating and cooling loads as prescribed in the American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) Standard 183 and not be oversized. We were
unable to identify any documentation regarding the proper system sizing in the design plans or
specifications. Because oversizing for a “safety” factor has long been an accepted common practice and
accurate design load-modeling is challenging, it can be assumed that some oversizing is taking place.



Mechanical control and sequence of operations requirements are difficult to observe –
Many of the HVAC code provisions target the operations and control of mechanical systems, which
are consistently not indicated on construction documents and are difficult to confirm on-site. Product
specifications were available for some projects, but the level of detail with respect to mechanical
control information varied greatly. Commissioning projects completed by this project team and
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others confirm that automatic controls of mechanical systems are often improperly configured
and/or are not operational at the time of project completion.


Variable speed drives – The code requires that variable air volume (VAV) fan motors greater than 10
hp and fan systems for heat rejection equipment with motors greater than 7.5 hp have controls to
reduce fan speeds to operate below design conditions. This is most commonly satisfied with variable
speed drives (VSDs). While this was difficult to observe at sites where mechanical equipment had not yet
been installed and was not applicable to small sites that did not have fan systems that met the code
thresholds, these requirements were universally met where applicable and observable.

5.1.4 Lighting Observations


Low compliance with daylighting provisions – The 2014 ECCF Study observed low compliance
(about 50%) with the daylighting requirements of IECC 2009 during the 2012 Study. At that time, it was
assumed that because this provision was new to the energy code, compliance would improve over time.
While the 2014 ECCF Study sites did contain sites with identified daylighting zones and associated
controls, most sites included no daylighting provisions. This continued lack of compliance suggests that
there may be opportunities for additional education regarding the savings opportunities presented by
daylighting as well as the methods by which prescriptive compliance can be obtained.



Lighting power density (LPD) was observed to be within code allowances – LPD for the
interior and exterior lighting was consistently lower (better) than code mandates. This can be mostly
attributed to technology advances in fluorescent and solid-state (LED) lighting and the recent
reductions in the cost of LED lighting. During the DOE Energy Codes Conference, it was discussed
that lighting technology is advancing faster than codes can keep up and that the next model code is
anticipated to include a 40% reduction in lighting power allowances.



Mixed compliance for lighting controls – While manual lighting controls and emergency lighting
requirements were generally compliant with the code, compliance for other controls such as the
ability to reduce lighting loads by 50% (e.g., bi-level switching) and controls for exterior lighting had
lower compliance rates. While occupancy sensors were commonly observed as a control strategy,
little information was provided regarding their setup and testing.

5.2 The Changing Role of Energy Codes in Driving Building
Performance
Recent increases in the stringency of the energy code (especially in IECC 2015 and proposed for future code
versions) suggest that its role in driving building practices is changing. The energy code was originally designed
to set basic, modest building performance requirements that all buildings must achieve. Early code versions set
prescriptive requirements for performance consistent with, and in some cases below, existing standard building
practices. Early energy codes were adopted to prevent poor practices, not to encourage advanced construction
practices; however, the stringency of energy codes has increased such that the most recent versions incorporate
an increasing number of advanced building design features. Rather than set the minimum standard for buildings,
the energy code is becoming a tool to move the market towards improving the energy performance of buildings.
The ultimate goal of this trend is to move the industry towards zero-net energy (ZNE) buildings. While this is a
long-term objective, with the recent and proposed increases in stringency, the energy code is becoming a tool to
support this advancement.
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5.2.1 Energy Codes as Proxy for Baseline Practices
To understand how changes in energy code compliance can impact program savings, it is important to
establish a baseline to measure how utility incentive programs influence building practices. The baseline is
defined as the most likely alternative practice if the utility programs were not in place. In theory, this
baseline should at least reflect the energy code, as compliance with this code is required by law for all
buildings regardless of program influence. The program administrator (PA) new construction programs, for
the most part, are designed in alignment with this principle and provide incentives for a variety of
prescriptive and custom building practices that exceed the performance mandated by the energy code.
However, while the 2014 ECCF Study results suggest that compliance is improving, few buildings meet all of
the energy code-required provisions. Compliance is often driven by the interests, expertise, and experience
of the firms involved in the design and construction of each project, and the proficiency of the local building
inspector(s) in assessing compliance. Further, certain components of the energy code are complex,
especially when applied across a range of building sizes and functions. The relatively short 3-year adoption
cycle for new code versions also affects code compliance because there is a lag in compliance as the
industry works to incorporate each new, increasingly stringent code cycle. Compliance assessments
conducted throughout the country routinely conclude that compliance with the prevailing energy code is
significantly less than 100%, suggesting that baseline practices are actually worse than the code.
Given this context, we expect some variability in how closely building practices align with the energy code. In
most cases, energy code provisions are the appropriate baseline performance levels for adoption by efficiency
programs. However, there are scenarios where baseline practice is observed to be better or worse than code:


Baseline practices align with the energy code – The code is designed as a set of mandates to
move the market toward more efficient building practices. For many equipment provisions, the
market has evolved such that it is difficult to find and use equipment that does not satisfy the code
requirements. While the quality of the installation and the selection of the appropriate equipment
affect energy performance, it is appropriate that baseline practices be aligned with energy code
requirements for most equipment.
o

Example: The energy code provides specific efficiency ratings for a wide variety of
mechanical equipment for use in commercial buildings. Although equipment of the wrong
size or an inappropriate specification could be purchased, the mechanical equipment
available through normal distribution chains meets minimum code requirements.



Baseline practices worse than the energy code – There are some cases in which it is
appropriate to consider baseline practices that are worse than code levels. Code provisions that have
been recently introduced or strengthened have yet to see widespread market adoption and/or are
difficult to implement; these are all examples of potential misalignment.
o

Example: Daylighting controls are an example of a code provision where the standard
practice in the field consistently fails to meet the code requirements. Daylighting was added
to the energy code in IECC 2009 and the requirements became more stringent in IECC 2012.
However, most projects in the 2014 ECCF Study do not identify daylighting zones and do not
include daylighting circuits or controls. This knowledge and implementation gap creates an
actual baseline that is lower than code efficiency levels. There is likely an educational
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component of this lack of compliance, and additional targeted daylighting training may
improve compliance with this provision.


Baseline practices better than the energy code – It is also appropriate to consider code
provisions where the baseline practices are regularly observed to be better than what the code
requires. In such cases, setting programmatic baselines at levels that are better than code
requirements should be considered.
o

Example: Typically, installed LPD levels have been observed to be lower (better) than code
allowances. The advancements in lighting technology and declining costs of LED lighting are
major contributing factors. It is evident that actual baseline practice is somewhat better than
code mandates; in terms of efficiency program implementation, it is also important to
consider that efficiency programs have been a major force in driving lighting technology
performance and cost improvements.

5.3 Recommendations for Efficiency Program Implementers
Energy codes are becoming critically important factors for efficiency program planning and implementation
as these codes are enhanced and expanded to affect more systems and practices and are applied to a
greater number of renovation and repair project categories. During the last several years, commercial
building energy codes have been expanded, provided that minimum requirements for each measure are met,
to include the following:


Most renovation projects



Repair and equipment replacement



Demand-controlled ventilation



Heat recovery ventilation



Lighting circuit manual control



Automatic lighting time and/or occupancy based controls



Daylighting zone identification and circuiting



Daylighting controls



Exterior lighting power density



Fan and pump motor hp limitations



Variable frequency drives for HVAC



System operation documentation and instruction



Commissioning of most building systems

These enhancements are a double-edged sword for efficiency program efforts: the enhancements address
the systems and measures that program implementers have promoted for years; yet, as the enhancements
become adopted as baselines, regulators limit the savings that implementers can claim from them, resulting
in the reduced promotion of the efficiency measures. The challenge for efficiency promoters is determining
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how codes and efficiency programs can best work together to achieve common goals. The following
recommendations, informed by this study, seek to promote a cooperative effort that increases the
effectiveness of both codes and efficiency programs.

5.3.1 Adopt Modified Code Baselines
For a variety of reasons, including the increased complexity of the commercial building energy code, standard
practice baselines do not always align with the code. Actual baseline building practices are often better or worse
than code. Using these standard practices as the basis for determining energy efficiency incentives introduces
policy concerns that should be addressed. This is especially the case when baseline practices are found to be
worse than code because there may be regulatory challenges for energy efficiency programs that assume that
standard practices are below those required by law.14 Given that the goal of efficiency programs is to improve
efficiency in practice, not simply on paper, it should be recognized that efficiency programs have a role in
improving standard practice to both align with and perform better than code. Baselines that have significant
misalignment with code and should be immediately adjusted, including the following:


Interior LPD – Performance lighting is an LPD-based programmatic option offered by all
Massachusetts implementers. Baseline and target LPDs should be adjusted to account for recent
improvements in efficiency; adjusting both will not affect net savings. This does not necessitate a
change in the baseline of prescriptive fluorescent and LED lighting.



Daylighting – Daylighting provisions are not yet being properly implemented. The 51% compliance
rate observed in the ECCF Study suggests that there is significant opportunity to promote
daylighting strategies and thereby improve compliance.



Occupancy-based lighting controls – Every study that we have reviewed on the effectiveness of
occupancy sensors reveals that they are rarely properly commissioned and are often poorly
positioned. This negates the savings that code mandated controls should generate. Until the
commissioning of controls becomes accepted standard practice, efficiency programs should continue
to promote proper installation and commissioning of controls and claim the savings.



Continuous insulation – Continuous insulation is often not installed, especially in multifamily
buildings. The degradation of insulation values due to thermal bridging is well-documented and the
baseline performance could reasonably be adjusted allowing efficiency programs to promote
compliance with this provision.

5.3.2 Promote a Focus on Quality of Installation
Most code provisions rely on the quality of installation to achieve the modeled savings. This is especially true
of continuous air barriers, additional air sealing, insulation, HVAC controls, and lighting controls. This study
has ascertained whether code-mandated equipment and materials are specified and/or installed, but it is
difficult to assess the quality of installation. It is, however, a reasonable assumption that some percentage
of the installation quality is substandard and that those improvements would yield increased energy savings.
Efficiency programs, even when recognizing high market penetration for code-mandated equipment, could
focus on installation quality and should be allowed to claim savings for improvements. Targeted training on
14

The project team is aware of a recent agreement to attribute savings from bringing buildings up to code to the CCSI program and to attribute
savings from building practices better than code to PA efficiency programs. The intent of this recommendation is to focus on encouraging
buildings to exceed code requirements through high-performance building strategies; the attribution of savings across PA initiatives is outside
the scope of this report, but the report’s findings can be used as an additional data point in this discussion.
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proper installation techniques that includes hands-on field demonstrations and the building science rationale
for contractors and the code enforcement community would increase awareness of correct practices and the
potential implications of poor quality installation.

5.3.3 Promote Code Compliance through the Promotion of
High-Performance Building Strategies
Although standard practice often falls below code levels, it is not suggested that efficiency programs focus
on code compliance. Instead, it is recommended that programs offer targeted incentives to encourage
building practices exceeding code levels for specific provisions where low compliance has been observed.
The results of this study suggest that that high-performance building initiatives, including the Stretch Code,
may help to increase overall code compliance. Our work for this study and other code-related projects
informs that design teams are much more interested in learning and following high-performance building
protocols than they are in learning and applying codes. Efficiency programs should take advantage of this
reality and promote practices that are better than code; in so doing, they should receive credit for some
portion of code compliance and better-than-code performance.

5.3.4 Target Code Training at Specific Provisions to Achieve Additional
Savings from Improved Compliance
We believe that targeted energy-code training efforts can improve compliance with specific provisions of the
energy code. While building energy usage based on whole-building modeling may suggest that buildings are
meeting or exceeding the energy code, opportunities for training remain where prescriptive compliance was
observed to be partially compliant or not compliant. Envelope insulation and lighting controls, specifically
daylighting, are two areas in which targeted training would be beneficial to the design, construction, and
compliance enforcement communities.

5.3.5 Work with State and Federal Agencies to Transform CodeCompliance Programs
For this recommendation, it is important to distinguish between two different programs that address codecompliance practices:


Traditional code-training and assistance programs – These programs are designed to teach the
requirements of the code only. Trainings typically involve the recitation of each code provision with
the assistance of a PowerPoint presentation. Published frequently asked questions (FAQs) and help
lines are sometimes included. We refer to these programs as “push” programs because they are
designed to push practices only up to code levels.



Hybrid high-performance and code-training programs – These programs focus on building
performance rather than code provision language. Implementers of these programs recognize that
code provisions are published in reference materials and are not meant to be memorized. Focusing
on building performance, this engages the design professional and code official in trainings that are
directly relatable to their project work. Code knowledge and compliance improves as advanced
practices are learned. We refer to these types of programs as “pull” programs, as the promotion of
high-performance design and construction approaches pulls code compliance up with it.

We recommend that agencies such as the Board of Building Regulations and Standards (BBRS) and the
Department of Energy Resources (DOER) work with the efficiency program implementers to develop hybrid
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programs that advance building performance to beyond code levels, thereby improving compliance,
enhancing energy savings, and preparing for the next rounds of code adoption.
The current Code Compliance Support Initiative (CCSI) being implemented in Massachusetts and Rhode
Island is making strides in this direction. The initiative provides energy code training, consulting and
technical assistance, and other expertise directly to building inspectors and construction industry
professionals to improve compliance with the energy codes, but has moved partially in the direction of
focusing on building performance and not simply code language. Participants are responding well to the
portions of this effort that focus on building science and performance, and this program should continue to
move in this direction.
Code developers are increasingly viewing zero-net energy (ZNE) buildings as the goal for further energy
code development. As this progresses, training and assistance programs will need to focus more on building
performance rather than specific code provision language.

5.3.6 Streamline Future Code Compliance Studies
We believe that future energy code compliance studies in Massachusetts can be streamlined to primarily
focus on review of construction documents, complemented by site visits that primarily serve to verify key
code requirements rather than attempting to comprehensively observe all provisions. While the 2014 ECCF
Study consisted of separate large and small samples, in general the project team observed a great deal of
consistency in construction practices across the samples. Future compliance studies should consist of one
sample from the entire population rather than separate populations by building size.
Overall the MA-CIEC team did not find many differences between construction document and site visit
observations; where noncompliance was observed on the documents, this was commonly seen on-site as
well. The 2014 ECCF Study targeted active construction sites, with multiple visits possible for some large
sites, in order to observe code requirements throughout the lifetime of construction. However, overall the
construction timelines for many of the projects did not align with the timeline of the ECCF Study such that
conducting multiple visits did not result in the team observing as many provisions as anticipated. This was
due to a variety of factors, from normal project scheduling to weather delays. By focusing primarily on
obtaining and reviewing a comprehensive set of construction documents, we believe that the majority of the
code requirements can be assessed. Future studies that incorporate a mix of active construction and
recently completed sites, with corresponding design and as-built documentation, would provide the best
coverage of commercial new construction practices. Site visits could be conducted primarily to verify key
components; varying the timing in construction that the visits are conducted across the sites would enable
the team to observe energy code features best assessed in early, middle, and late stage construction.
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Appendix A: Recruitment Letter Distributed to Site Contacts

TO:

Massachusetts Building Officials

FROM:

Program Administrators of MassSAVE® C&I Programs

Buildings account for roughly 40% of the nation’s energy consumption and enhancing their
efficiency will lead to a stronger economy, greater energy security, and a cleaner environment.
With this goal in mind, the Massachusetts Electric and Gas Utilities and Cape Light Compact (the
energy efficiency program administrators) are informing local jurisdictions of a statewide study
to assess baseline construction practices in relation to building energy codes. This letter is meant
to familiarize you with the study and to solicit your support for this important activity.
The study is part of a major effort to support and improve vital efficiency measures that will help
address energy and environmental challenges here in Massachusetts. The objectives of the study are
to understand current design and construction practices, the energy code enforcement process, and
the future energy savings potential from newly constructed commercial buildings.
To achieve this goal, the study team will review building plans and conduct on-site observations
at randomly selected buildings that are actively under construction. It is our intention to better
understand the real-world challenges of implementing the energy code and determining code
compliance. Further, learning about real-world challenges can lead to improvements in the
codes, increased educational activities, and support for code enforcement efforts. While
informative and helpful, the data collected from individual buildings and jurisdictions will
remain confidential and will not be made public.
The study will begin in June 2014 and continue for approximately 6 months. In total, we plan to
visit a randomly generated sample of approximately fifty commercial building projects currently
under construction. The Massachusetts Utilities and Cape Light Compact have hired two
Massachusetts-based consulting firms, DNV GL and ERS, to conduct the study.
What to Expect
Building departments’ level of work – There will be minimal disruption to building
departments’ staff. If a commercial building in your jurisdiction is selected for a site visit, field
research staff from DNV GL or ERS may contact you with questions that relate to energy code
activities for the specific commercial project.
Site Recruitment – We have obtained contact information for building owners and contractors
for projects selected in the sample, and will distribute a letter to building owners notifying them

of this study and initially requesting site participation. The field researchers will reach out
directly to these site contacts to obtain permission to visit the site and to schedule the visits.
In the field – When visiting commercial projects in your jurisdiction, the field researcher will
collect information on the building’s energy-relevant features. For larger projects, he or she will
conduct two or three visits to collect data throughout the construction process. Field researchers
will also request copies of any available drawings and design plans from the building owners or
design teams, ideally in advance of the field visit. When possible, building inspectors are
encouraged to join the field researcher on-site.
Confidentiality – Information gathered during the site visits from individual buildings and
jurisdictions will remain confidential and will not be made public and the identity of building
departments and individuals interviewed will not be disclosed.
Liability and insurance coverage – Both DNV GL and ERS teams are trained in newconstruction safety. We retain state required insurance coverage levels, and proof of insurance
can be provided upon request.
Thank you very much for your consideration. On behalf of the Massachusetts Utilities and Cape
Light Compact, we look forward to collaborating with you in the pursuit of energy savings.
Should you have any questions regarding this study, please feel free to contact Ari Michelson at
ERS, on behalf of the energy efficiency program administrators, or Bill Blake at National Grid.

Sincerely,

Ari Michelson

William Blake, CEM

Project Manager, ERS

Lead Analyst, Evaluation & Planning

120 Water Street, Suite 350

National Grid

North Andover, MA 01845

40 Sylvan Road.

amichelson@ers-inc.com

Waltham, MA 02451

(978) 332-5826

(781) 907-1583
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Appendix B: Data Collection Tool

Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection Instrument

Purpose:

This workbook contains the data collection instrument that will facilitate the analysis of code compliance for Project 24. The individual
workbook tabs are broken into sections in accordance with the 2009 IECC and will be used during individual site plan review, as well as
during site visits themselves. This project is focused on code compliance assessments for active commercial new construction sites
throughout Massachusetts.
For each site use a separate workbook

General Instructions:

1. Review building plans and answer the questions on each tab of this workbook
2. Print completed checklist and bring during on‐site visit
3. For each question, confirm that what is installed reflects the plan values
4. Capture new values for all systems/questions that differ from plans
5. Bring a camera to the site‐visit to help document compliance details.
A camera icon indicates areas where photos are recommended
For any areas where there are questions or uncertainties , it is especially important to document with clear notes and photographs

Please note photo location or ID in comments or beside icon for reference
6. After the site visit, enter on‐site details in relevant column for each question
7. Complete analysis fields. Many of the fields are automated, but some require manual compliance assessment.
8. Review analysis & complete Self‐Review box for each code provision.

Answer Types:

YN
Drop‐down list
Value
N/A
N/V

Ranges

Answer with ʺyesʺ or ʺnoʺ
Some of the questions have been tailored to enable selection of common responses in the form of drop‐down menus.
Please use the choices from the drop‐down menus where applicable.
Answer with a value if applicable
Not applicable ‐ this response implies that the code provision DOES NOT apply to the site.
(example: For a site without a swimming pool, you would select ʺN/Aʺ for questions about heated swimming pool covers.)
Not verifiable ‐ this response implies that the code provision DOES apply but is not observable on plans or on‐site.
Wherever possible, ranges are provided that reflect commonly occurring values. The expectation is that most if not all observations will be
within this range. Double‐check and provide photos to backup any observations above or below the listed ranges.

Spreadsheet Tab Overview:
Tab Name

Tab‐specific Instructions

Tab Description

Site Information

This tab contains entry fields for
high‐level site information,
contacts, and square footage

1. This tab is the starting point for the workbook. Enter and/or confirm that site details and contacts are captured correctly. Note that some
fields will be auto populated from the TrackERS database when site assignments are made.
2. Before starting Plan Review, fill out any missing information on this tab. This will auto‐populate the rest of the form with your building
information.
3. Confirm square footage from plans or site contact ‐ if different from pre‐populated data (sourced from Dodge), enter updated value.

Site Visit Debrief

Envelope_Data_Collection

The Site Visit Debrief forms have
been built to aid in gather overall
notes/comments from the site

visit(s)
The Envelope Data Collection
1. During plan review, fill out the data collection form using information available on plans.
Instrument has been built to aid in 2. During site visit(s), either confirm that the information gathered from the plans is accurate, or indicate that it was not verified, and fill in the
gathering envelope compliance correct information.
data, including information on 3. Wherever possible, take photographs of specs on‐site. This will streamline data collection and efficiency ratings can be confirmed
floors, roofs, fenestrations, and
exterior walls

HVAC_Data_Collection

HVAC_Equipment_Inventory

subsequently.
Note: In many cases, make & model for windows/doors/etc... will not be found on plans. Initial plan review should complete fields as
1. During plan review, fill out the data collection form using information available on plans.

The HVAC Data Collection
2. During site visit(s), either confirm that the information gathered from the plans is accurate, or indicate that it was not verified, and fill in the
Instrument has been built to aid in correct information.
gathering HVAC compliance data 3. Wherever possible, take photographs of specs on‐site. This will streamline data collection and efficiency ratings can be confirmed
subsequently.
1. During plan review, gather specs for each type of HVAC equipment listed. If there are multiples, indicate number of units on plans.
The HVAC Equipment Inventory 2. During site visit(s), confirm that HVAC equipment identified on plans is installed on‐site.
has been built to aid in the
3. Wherever possible, take photographs of specs on‐site. This will streamline data collection and efficiency ratings can be confirmed
collection of HVAC equipment subsequently via spec sheets.
information

The HVAC Equipment Analysis tab
HVAC Equipment Analysis

1. During site visit, fill out the appropriate debrief form (depending on visit number ‐ 1,2, or 3) with visit notes
2. Upon returning from site visit, complete debrief form in this workbook. The final, and complete, version should be included in the
electronic copy of the Data Collection tool.

has been built to aggregate the
HVAC equipment information,

Note: In many cases, make & model for equipment will not be found on plans. Initial plan review should complete fields as specified on plans,
1. This tab is to be used for the analysis of the HVAC equipment code compliance
2. Before using this tab, data will need to be entered into the HVAC Equipment Inventory tab
3. Please refer to the tab for specific analysis instructions

and aid in the analysis process

Lighting_Data_Collection

Int. Lighting_Fixture_Inventory

1. During plan review, fill out the data collection form using information available on plans.
The Lighting Data Collection
2. During site visit(s), ether confirm that the information gathered from the plans is accurate, or indicate that it was not verified, and fill in the
Instrument has been built to aid in correct information.
gathering lighting compliance data 3. Wherever possible, take photographs of specs on‐site. This will streamline data collection and efficiency ratings can be confirmed
subsequently.
1. During plan review, gather specs for each type of the interior lighting fixtures listed. If there are multiples, indicate number of units on
plans.
The Interior Lighting Equipment 2. During site visit(s), confirm that lighting identified on plans is installed on‐site.
Inventory has been built to aid in 3. Wherever possible, take photographs on‐site. This will streamline data collection and efficiency ratings can be confirmed afterwards.
the collection of lighting
information
Note: In many cases, make & model for the lighting fixtures and ballasts will not be found on plans. Initial plan review should complete fields
as specified on plans, and additional details should be confirmed on‐site.
1. During plan review, gather specs for each type of the exterior lighting fixtures listed. If there are multiples, indicate number of units on
plans.

Ext. Lighting_Fixture_Inventory

Lighting Fixture Analysis

Documentation_Data

The Exterior Lighting Equipment 2. During site visit(s), confirm that lighting identified on plans is installed on‐site.
Inventory has been built to aid in 3. Wherever possible, take photographs on‐site. This will streamline data collection and efficiency ratings can be confirmed afterwards.
the collection of lighting
information

The Lighting Fixture Analysis tab 1. This tab is to be used for the analysis of the lighting fixture code compliance
has been built to aggregate the 2. Before using this tab, data will need to be entered into the lighting fixture inventory tabs
interior and exterior lighting fixture 3. Please refer to the tab for specific analysis instructions
information, and aid in the analysis
process
The Documentation Data
Collection Instrument has been
built to aid in gathering
documentation compliance

Stretch_Code_Data

Swimming_Pool_Questions

Final Analysis

Note: In many cases, make & model for the lighting fixtures and ballasts will not be found on plans. Initial plan review should complete fields
as specified on plans, and additional details should be confirmed on‐site.

General Guidance: Note that it will be very difficult to assess these plan questions as not compliant. These questions are not asking whether we
were able to review complete plans, but rather they are asking whether the plans were made available to the code officials. We can award
points for this where it is clear that the plans were available to the officials, but we would need significant justification to indicate otherwise.
Where we are not certain, this should not be assessed (N/V).

1. During plan review, fill out the data collection form using information available on plans.
The Stretch Code Data Collection
2. During site visit(s), ether confirm that the information gathered from the plans is accurate, or indicate that it was not verified, and fill in the
Instrument has been built to aid in
correct information.
gathering Stretch Code compliance
3. Wherever possible, take photographs of specs on‐site. This will streamline data collection and efficiency ratings can be confirmed afterwards
information. It is to be used on sites
that either need to, or choose to,
comply with the Stretch Code
The Swimming Pool Data
1. During plan review, fill out the data collection form using information available on plans.
Collection Instrument has been 2. During site visit(s), ether confirm that the information gathered from the plans is accurate, or indicate that it was not verified, and fill in the
built to aid in gathering swimming correct information.
pool compliance information. Only 3. Wherever possible, take photographs of specs on‐site. This will streamline data collection and efficiency ratings can be confirmed afterwards
applicable to sites with a heated
pool.
1. This tab aggregated the analysis scores from each tab
The Final Analysis tab has been
2. Data needs to be entered in the data collection tabs in order for any information to appear in the Final Analysis tab
built to aggregate the analysis data
3. If the aggregated data looks incorrect, please refer to the data collection tab to fix the error (for example, if the aggregated Envelope data
from each tab and to aid in the final
looks incorrect, please refer the Envelope_Data_Collection tab to identify the error)
analysis of the buildingʹs code
compliance score
1. Code References ‐ this tab contains useful code value references from IECC 2009 and the Stretch Code

REFERENCES

Reference tabs

2. Stretch Code 507 Tables ‐ this tab contains useful code value references from the Stretch Codeʹs 507 tables
3. Windows & Door References ‐ this tab contains useful default values for windows and doors

Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection Instrument
Site Visit Debrief ‐ Visit #1

Site ID:

Building Name:

Building Type:

Address:

Name of Evaluator:

Contact Name:

Contact Phone:

Contact Email:

Incentive form completed:

Date of Visit:

(select one)

date of your visit mm/dd/yyyy
This form has been designed to help gather any additional information/ questions from your site visits.
Please fill out information above, print and bring on site, and then enter notes in Excel workbook upon your return.
The form should be completed directly following your visit. Feel free to enter additional questions or comments within the text boxes.
I. Site Contact ‐ Please fill out all the information above. What is the role of the on‐site contact you met with?

II. Site Information ‐ What phase of construction was the site in when you visited?

III. On‐Site Areas Observed ‐ check off all the apply
Envelope

HVAC

Lighting

Stretch

Pool

IV. Plan Review vs On‐Site Findings
A. Explain any differences you found on site from what you found during the Plan Review?

B. Was there anything unexpected or any judgment calls you had to make during the visit? Explain…

C. Are there any outstanding questions you have after the visit?

IV. Additional Comments ‐ please use this space for additional comments, questions, or follow up items from your site visit

Site Visit Debrief

1 of 3

Documentation

(select from drop‐down)

Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection Instrument

BUILDING ENVELOPE
Site ID:
Address:

Building Name:

Building Type:
Name of Evaluator:

Question
Number

Question

Answer
Type

E‐0

Is this building a Group R building where commercial code provisions
apply?

YN

Plan Review

On‐Site

Comments

Group R commercial buildings are R‐1 buildings, and R‐2/R‐4 buildings > 3 stories tall.
Full Group R definitions are as follows:
Guidance: R‐1 buildings ‐ sleeping units primary occupants are transient (hotel/motel)
R‐2 buildings ‐ >2 unit residential dwellings, permanent occupancy (commercial only if >3 floors)
R‐3 buildings ‐ residential code applies
R‐4 buildings ‐ residential care/assisted living buildings (commercial only if >3 floors)

Footing/Foundation
E‐1a

Is there exposed foundation insulation on basement walls, crawlspace
walls, or perimeter of slab‐on‐grade floors?

YN

n/a

E‐1b

Does the exposed foundation insulation have rigid, opaque, weather‐
resistant covering?

YN

n/a

E‐1c

How far below grade does protective covering extend (inches)?

inches

n/a

Any exposed foundation insulation needs to have protective covering.
Guidance:
Code requires that insulation protective covering extend a minimum of 6 inches below grade.

E‐2a

What is the R‐value of the below‐grade wall insulation?

value
( R‐5 to R‐30)

E‐2b

To what depth below grade does the below‐grade insulation extend?

feet

E‐2 i

What is the square footage of the below‐grade wall?

ft 2

Below‐grade walls are basement or first story walls associated with exterior of the building that are at least 85% below grade.
Note that below‐grade wall insulation is continuous insulation.
Guidance:

For analysis: code requires insulation depth of 10 feet below outside finished ground level or to the level of the footing, whichever
is less. If the depth is being measured against the level of the footing, and NOT against ʺ10 feet below outside
finished groundʺ, please determine compliance, and enter it in the ʺManual Overrideʺ column.
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BUILDING ENVELOPE
Site ID:
Address:

Building Name:

Building Type:
Name of Evaluator:

Question
Number

Question

Answer
Type

Plan Review

E‐2c

Is the below‐grade insulation installed per manufacturerʹs instructions?

YN

n/a

Guidance:

E‐3a

On‐Site

Comments

For this question, get a feel for the overall insulation quality. Take photos of insulation where possible, especially where there is
any question regarding quality of job. Gather insulation manufacturer details and review instructions post‐visit to confirm.

Are there heated (radiant floors) or unheated slab‐on‐grade floors?

Choose one

Slab‐on‐grade floors require slab edge insulation. The required R‐value is different for floors with and without radiant heating.
Answer Choices:
Guidance: Unheated (slab‐on‐grade)
Heated (slab‐on‐grade)
N/A ‐ (no slab‐on‐grade floors ‐ following slab questions do not apply)
N/V ‐ (not verifiable on plans/on‐site)

E‐3b

What is the R‐value of the slab‐edge insulation?

value
( R‐5 to R‐20)

E‐3c

To what depth below grade does the slab‐edge insulation extend?

value in feet

E‐3 i

What is the perimeter of the slab‐edge?

value in feet

Not Applicable if no slab‐on‐grade floors.
Slab edge insulation is installed around the perimeter of slab‐on‐grade floors (both heated & unheated), either outside of the
Guidance: foundation or inside a foundation wall.
For insulation depth, measure from top of the slab, extending downward, to either the footing or to the bottom of the slab, and
then measure horizontally underneath it.

E‐3d

Guidance:

Is the slab‐edge insulation installed per manufacturerʹs instructions?

YN

Get a feel for the overall insulation quality. Take photos of insulation wherever possible, especially where there is any question
regarding quality of job. Gather insulation manufacturer details and review instructions post‐visit to confirm.
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BUILDING ENVELOPE
Site ID:
Address:

Question
Number

Building Name:

Question

Building Type:
Name of Evaluator:

Answer
Type

Plan Review

On‐Site

Comments

MA Amendment Requiring Full Slab Insulation for Certain Buildings
E‐4a

Is this building a hotel, motel, educational facility, or day care facility?

YN

E‐4b

What is the R‐value of the entire area of the slab‐on‐grade insulation?

value
(R‐5 to R‐30)

Please describe the specific building type. Question E‐4a should be either yes or no (Do not use N/A or N/V for this question).
Guidance:
Rigid insulation is required under the ENTIRE slab‐on‐grade for these buildings.
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BUILDING ENVELOPE
Site ID:
Address:

Building Name:

Question
Number

Building Type:
Name of Evaluator:

Answer
Type

Question

Plan Review

Comments

On‐Site

Walls & Floors
E‐5a

value
How many wall assemblies are there?

Guidance:

Enter the number of wall assemblies present on plans (or identified on‐site). We will gather specific details for each wall assembly
below to develop an understanding of the envelope composition.
Answer Type

E‐5b

Wall 1
Plans

Wall Type

Choose Wall Type

Wall Area

2
Enter wall area (ft )

Glazing Area

Enter glazin area (ft 2 )

Cavity R‐Value

R‐5 to R‐60

Continuous R‐Value

Enter Continuous R‐
Value

Insulation Make &
Model

Enter wall insulation
details

Comments

Enter wall comments

On‐Site

Wall 2
Plans

On‐Site

Wall 3
Plans

On‐Site

NOTE THAT THESE PROVISIONS APPLY ONLY TO WALLS SEPARATING CONDITIONED FROM UNCONDITIONED SPACES.

Possible wall types:
1. Wood‐Framed, 24ʺ o.c.
2. Wood‐Framed, 16ʺ o.c.
3. Steel‐Framed, 16ʺ o.c.
4. Steel‐Framed, 24ʺ o.c.
Guidance:

5. Metal Building Wall
6. Solid Concrete ‐ please indicate thickness
7. Concrete Block ‐ please indicate thickness and structure
8. other ‐ please indicate in comments
Record square footage of each wall type, and compute approximate % of total wall area, as well as estimate of % glazing for each wall type
If plan review determines that wall has common setup, select from dropdown. Otherwise, record both cavity and continuous R‐values
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Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection Instrument

BUILDING ENVELOPE
Site ID:
Address:

Building Name:

Building Type:
Name of Evaluator:

Question
Number

Question

Answer
Type

Plan Review

E‐5e

Are there voids observable in the above‐grade wall insulation?

YN

n/a

E‐5f

Is the above‐grade wall insulation compressed behind wires?

YN

n/a

On‐Site

Comments

These two questions are designed to help determine the installation quality of the above‐grade wall insulation.
Guidance:

Take photos of insulation where possible, especially where there is any question regarding quality of job. Gather insulation
manufacturer details and review instructions post‐visit to confirm.

Continuous Air Barrier ‐ MA Amendment
E‐6a

Is there a continuous air barrier on the building plans and installed?

YN

E‐6b

Does the air barrier connect the foundation, walls, windows, roof, and
any envelope penetrations?

YN

E‐6c

Are doors and other access openings that lead to shafts, chutes, stairwells,
and elevator lobbies connected to the air barrier or equipped with
weather seals?

YN

E‐6d

Guidance:

Provide an overall rating of the installation quality of the air barrier‐ 1 ‐
Rating
poor, 2 ‐ fair, 3 ‐ good.
(1 to 3)
(take pictures of air barrier whenever possible)
Continuous air barriers are required in MA per state amendments to the IECC energy code. The continuous air barrier should
eliminate infiltration and exfiltration between conditioned and unconditioned spaces.
Continuous air barrier is the combination of interconnected materials and assemblies joined and sealed together with flexible joints
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Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection Instrument

BUILDING ENVELOPE
Site ID:
Address:

Building Name:

Building Type:
Name of Evaluator:

Question
Number

Question

Answer
Type

E‐7a

How many floor assemblies are there?

value

Guidance:

Plan Review

Comments

On‐Site

Enter the number of floor assemblies present on plans (or identified on‐site). We will gather specific details for each floor assembly
below to develop an understanding of the envelope composition.

Answer Type

E‐7b

Floor 1
Plans

Floor Type

Choose floor type

Floor Area

Enter floor area (ft 2 )

R‐Value

R‐5 to R‐60

Comments

Enter floor comments

On‐Site

Floor 2
Plans

Floor 3

On‐Site

Plans

On‐Site

NOTE THAT THESE PROVISIONS APPLY ONLY TO FLOORS SEPARATING CONDITIONED AND UNCONDITIONED SPACES.

Guidance:

Floor types should be either Mass Floors, Steel Joist Floors, Wood Framed, or Other.
Insulation should either be between framing, or for Mass Floors, continuous insulation.
Slab‐on‐grade insulation requirements were gathered during foundation review.

E‐7e

Guidance:

Is floor insulation installed per manufacturerʹs instructions?

YN

n/a

Get a feel for the overall insulation quality. Take photos of insulation where possible, especially where there is any question
regarding quality of job. Gather insulation manufacturer details and review instructions post‐visit to confirm.
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Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection Instrument

BUILDING ENVELOPE
Site ID:
Address:

Building Name:

Building Type:
Name of Evaluator:

Question

Answer
Type

What is the approximate percentage of vertical fenestration based upon
building plans?

%

Question
Number

Plan Review

Comments

On‐Site

Windows
E‐8a

Guidance:

E‐8b

Guidance:

Calculate this percentage from building plans. If vertical fenestration > 40%, ASHRAE 90.1 requirements, including energy
modeling, are required in lieu of IECC.

How many window types are planned/installed in the building?

value

two

two

Indicate the number of window types in the building. Make & model should be gathered for each window type to determine U‐
factor, SHGC, VLT, etc..

Answer Type
E‐8c

Window 1
Plans

Window Type

On‐Site

Window 2
Plans

On‐Site

Window 3
Plans

On‐Site

Window 4
Plans

On‐Site

Choose window type
Enter area for each

Window Area

2
window type (ft )

Air Leakage

2
Range: 0.1 ‐ 1.2 (cfm/ft )

U‐factor

Range: 0.3 ‐ 1.5

SHGC

Range: 0.1 ‐ 1.6

VLT

Range: 0.1 ‐ 0.9

Make & Model

Enter window details

Comments

Enter window comments

Guidance: Options for window type are:
1. Metal Frame
2. Wood Frame with Thermal Break
3. Metal Frame Curtain wall/storefront
4. Wood Frame
5. Vinyl Frame

Record u‐factor, SHGC, & VLT from window label. Take photos of label whenever
possible.
Gather window ID #, make, & model as well to confirm specs post‐visit.

6. Other
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Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection Instrument

BUILDING ENVELOPE
Site ID:
Address:

Building Name:

Building Type:
Name of Evaluator:

Question

Answer
Type

E‐9a

Are there skylights on the plans or installed on‐site?

YN

E‐9b

What is the approximate percentage of roof area occupied by skylights?

%

Question
Number

Plan Review

On‐Site

Comments

Skylights

Guidance:

Calculate this percentage from building plans. If skylight percentage > 3%, ASHRAE 90.1 requirements, including energy
modeling, are required in lieu of IECC

Skylight Details
E‐9b1
E‐9c

Guidance:

Roof Area (ft2)

U‐factor
(0.3 ‐ 1.5)

SHGC
(0.1 ‐ 0.6)

VLT
(0.1 ‐ 0.9)

Make & Model

Skylight
Record u‐factor, SHGC, & VLT from window label. Take photos of label whenever possible.
Gather make & model number of skylights to confirm specs.
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Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection Instrument

BUILDING ENVELOPE
Site ID:
Address:

Building Name:

Building Type:
Name of Evaluator:

Question

Answer
Type

How many door types are on plans or installed in building?

value

Question
Number

Plan Review

Comments

On‐Site

Doors
E‐10a

Indicate number of door types. Gather U‐factor, SHGC, make & model for each door type below.

Guidance:

Answer Type

E‐10b

Door 1
Plans

Choose door type

U‐factor

Range: 0.3 to 2.0

SHGC

Range: 0.1 to 0.6

0.2

Range: 0.1 ‐ 1.2

0.1

(cfm/ft2)

Plans

On‐Site

Door 4

Door 3
Plans

On‐Site

Plans

On‐Site

Uninsulated
Double‐Layer
Metal

Door Type

Air Leakage

On‐Site

Door 2

Enter area of door type
2

Door Area

(ft )

Door Manufacturer

Enter door make

Model Number

Enter door model number

Comments

Enter door comments

Door types should be one of the following:
1. Uninsulated Single‐Layer Metal
Guidance: 2. Uninsulated Double‐Layer Metal
3. Insulated Metal
4. Wood
5. Glass (>50% glazing)
6. Other
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Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection Instrument

BUILDING ENVELOPE
Site ID:
Address:

Building Name:

Building Type:
Name of Evaluator:

Question
Number

Question

Answer
Type

E‐11

Are weather seals installed on all loading docks and cargo doors at the
facility?

YN

Plan Review

On‐Site

Comments

Guidance: Weather seals are required on all loading dock and cargo doors.

E‐12a

Are vestibules installed at each entrance?

YN

E‐12b

Is each door into and out of the vestibule equipped with self‐closing
doors?

YN

E‐12c

Is there a revolving door at any entrances?

YN

Vestibule required for doors separating conditioned space from exterior. Self‐closing doors are required for all doors into and out of
vestibules. If there is a revolving door at an entrance, a vestibule is not required.
Guidance:

Key Exceptions (Note in Vestibule comments if applied):
‐ doors not used as building entrance
‐ doors opening from sleeping/dwelling unit (motel/MF)
‐ doors opening into space < 3,000 SF

Roof
E‐13a

Guidance:

How many roof types are on the plans or installed on‐site?

value

Enter the number of roof types on the plans or installed on‐site. Note that insulation values and square footage should be gathered
for all types.
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Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection Instrument

BUILDING ENVELOPE
Site ID:
Address:

Question
Number

Building Name:

Building Type:
Name of Evaluator:

Answer
Type

Question

Answer Type
E‐13b

Roof 1
Plans

Roof Type

Roof Area

Choose one

On‐Site

Plan Review

Roof 2
Plans

On‐Site

Comments

On‐Site
Roof 3
Plans

On‐Site

Guidance

Metal
Building
Roof

Enter area of each roof
2
type (ft )
For above deck roofs only. Roof

Above Deck Roof
Continuous R‐Value

R‐5 to R‐100

Metal roof draped
over purlin

R‐5 to R‐40

Metal roof parallel to
purlin

R‐5 to R‐40

Attic/ other R‐value

value

with continuous insulation: all
insulation installed above roof
structure (probably most common
For Metal roofs, what is the R‐
value of insulation draped over
the purlins. Metal roofs required 2
layers of insulation.
For Metal roofs, what is the R‐
value of insulation parallel to the
purlins. Metal roofs required 2
layers of insulation.
Unusual to find an attic (usually
wood‐framed) or other roofs, but
they may be found in smaller sites.
If so, indicate the roof specifics in

Comments

Enter Roof Comments

Roof Types :
Above deck ‐ roof with continuous insulation, all insulation installed above roof structure
Metal ‐ metal roof with no ventilated cavity, with insulation entirely below deck. Note that two (2)layers of insulation batts are required.
Guidance: Attic & other ‐ all other, including roof with insulation entirely below roof structure (attic, cathedral ceiling, single rafter ceiling), roofs with
insulation above & below, and roofs without insulation excluding metal roofs.
Note that Second R‐value should be captured for ALL metal roofs , as well as any other roofs with two (2) layers of insulation.
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Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection Instrument

BUILDING ENVELOPE
Site ID:
Address:

Building Name:

Building Type:
Name of Evaluator:

Question
Number

Question

Answer
Type

Plan Review

E‐13c

Is roof insulation installed per manufacturerʹs instructions?

YN

n/a

Guidance:

E‐13d

On‐Site

Comments

Get a feel for the overall insulation quality. Take photos of insulation where possible, especially where there is any question
regarding quality of job. Gather insulation manufacturer details and review instructions post‐visit to confirm.

Is there insulation installed on top of a suspended ceiling?

YN

Guidance: Insulation installed on top of a suspended ceiling is not considered roof insulation

E‐14

Are recessed luminaires installed in the building envelope sealed to limit
air leakage between conditioned and unconditioned spaces?

YN

All recessed luminaires should be sealed with a gasket or caulk between the housing and interior wall or ceiling covering.
Guidance:

N/A if no recessed luminaires in envelope
N/V if not verifiable
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Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection
Instrument
HVAC
Site ID:

Building Type:

Building Name:

Address:

Name of Evaluator:

Question
Number

Question

Answer
Type

H‐1

Is heating and cooling to each zone controlled by an electronic thermostat with
setback/set forward control?

YN

Guidance:

H‐2

Guidance:

H‐3

Guidance:

Plan
Review

Either local control or EMS satisfies this requirement

Do heat pump controls prevent supplemental electric resistance heat from
coming on when not needed?

YN

When heat pump can meet heating load, controls should not allow supplementary heat operation

Are outdoor air supply and exhaust ducts equipped with motorized dampers to
automatically shut when system or spaces are not in use?

YN

either local control or EMS satisfies this requirement

H‐4a

Is there a controllable snow and ice melting system installed in the building?

YN

H‐4b

Are snow and ice melting controls capable of shutting off system when potential
for snow or ice accumulation is negligible?

YN

Question H‐4a should be answered either ʺYesʺ or ʺNoʺ for every building .
Guidance:

For H‐4b, code requirements are automatic shutoff when pavement temperature is >50⁰F without precipitation, and
automatic/manual shutoff when outdoor temperature is >40⁰F.

H‐5a

Is HVAC piping thermally insulated?

H‐5b

What is the wall thickness of the piping insulation?

YN
value
(inches)

Note Pipe fluid(s) in comments
HVAC Piping Insulation required except for:
1. Factory‐installed equipment rated per code
Guidance:

2. Piping that conveys fluids with designed operating temp range between 55⁰F and 105⁰F
3. Fluids that have not been heated/cooled using fossil fuels or electric power
4. Run‐out piping < 4 ft. in length and 1ʺ diameter between control valve and HVAC coil
General Thickness Range: 0.25ʺ to 3ʺ

HVAC_Data_Collection
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Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection
Instrument
HVAC
Site ID:

Building Type:

Building Name:

Address:

Name of Evaluator:

Question
Number

Question

Answer
Type

H‐6a

Are there cafeterias, auditoriums, or similar high occupancy spaces within the
building that require demand control ventilation (DCV)?

YN

H‐6b

Is demand control ventilation (DCV) installed in the building (or on plans)?

YN

Plan
Review

On‐Site
Review

This should be identifiable during plan review.
DCV is required for the following spaces:
‐ area > 500 ft2
‐ average occupancy load 40/1000 ft2
‐ served by either air‐side economizer, automatic modulating control of outdoor air damper, or design outdoor airflow > 3,000 cfm
Guidance:

It will be difficult to see DCV on‐site, but should be identifiable either on plans or through a conversation with the right person on‐
site.
Exceptions:
‐ System with ERV
‐ Outdoor design airflow < 1,200 cfm
‐ Supply airflow minus outgoing transfer < 1,200 cfm

H‐7a

Are Energy Recovery Ventilation (ERV) systems installed for all systems with ≥
5,000 cfm and 70% outside supply air?

YN

H‐7b

If so, how many ERV units are installed?

value

This should be identifiable during plan review or a discussion with the design engineer.
ERVs not required in the following conditions:
Guidance:

1. Where prohibited by mechanical code??
2. Lab fume hoods with VAV exhaust or auxiliary air supply equal to at least 75% of exhaust rate
3. Spaces that are not cooled an heated to less than 60⁰F.
4. When >60% of outdoor heating energy from site‐recovered or on‐site solar.
Be sure to enter the type of equipment and location of each unit in the comments field.

H‐8a

Are supply and return air ducts and plenums insulated?

YN

H‐8b

What is the R‐value of the duct/plenum insulation?

value

Required except when:
1. Ducts/plenums located within equipment
Guidance:

2. Design temperature difference between interior and exterior of duct/plenum does not exceed 15⁰F
Indicate R‐value; Range: R‐1 to R‐10

HVAC_Data_Collection
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Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection
Instrument
HVAC
Site ID:

Building Type:

Building Name:

Address:

Name of Evaluator:

Question
Number

Question

Answer
Type

H‐9

Are ducts and plenums sealed?

YN

Plan
Review

On‐Site
Review

Ducts and plenums should be sealed with sealing mastic or tape.
Guidance:
NOTE THAT REGULAR DUCT TAPE DOES NOT SATISFY THIS REQUIREMENT

H‐10

Guidance:

H‐11

Do air outlets and zone terminal devices have means for air balancing?

YN

This should be identifiable on the plans.
These features should be industry standard, but we should try to confirm either on plans or during site visit conversation.

Are hydronic heating and cooling coils equipped with means for balancing and
pressure testing connections?

YN

This should be identifiable on the plans.
Guidance:
These features should be industry standard, but we should try to confirm either on plans or during site visit conversation.

H‐12

Is an air economizer installed (or on plans) for all systems with cooling capacity
> 54,000 Btu/h that is capable of providing 100% outdoor air?

YN

Cooling system capacity >54,000 Btu/h (found on plans or on nameplate of unit) require economizers.
Guidance:
Exception: water economizers providing 100% of cooling load.

H‐13a

Are VAV fans with motors greater than or equal to 10hp driven by VFD or Vane
axial fan?

YN

H‐13b

For Direct Digital Control (DDC) systems, is the static pressure set point rested
based on the zone requiring the most pressure?

YN

For VAV fans with motors >10hp.
If so, indicate which (VFD or Van Axial Fan) in comments.
Guidance:
DDC systems have individual zone boxes reporting to the central control panel. DDC set point reset is potentially a major energy
saver in buildings with VAV systems, and it should be reset lower until one zone damper is nearly wide open.

H‐14

For buildings with hydronic heat pump system >10hp, is a two‐position
automatic valve interlocked to shut off water flow when the heat pump is turned
off?

YN

Hydronic heat pumps must have temperature deadband controls and 2‐position shutoff valve if >10hp system hp
Guidance:
N/A response here means there is no hydronic heat pump system >10hp

HVAC_Data_Collection
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Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection
Instrument
HVAC
Site ID:

Building Type:

Building Name:

Address:

Name of Evaluator:

Question
Number

Question

Answer
Type

H‐15

For boiler systems greater than 300,000 Btu/h, are there controls to automatically
reset supply‐water temperatures based on load?

YN

Guidance:

H‐16

Plan
Review

On‐Site
Review

Part load controls required for hydronic systems > 300,000 Btu/h

For buildings with multiple chillers, when a chiller is not in use, does the system
autmatically restrict water from flowing through the chiller?

YN

Chiller plants need to have functionality to reduce flow automatically to match load.
Guidance:

Should be identifiable on plans or through conversations on‐site.
If site has only 1 chiller, choose ʺN/Aʺ

H‐17

For buildings with multiple boilers, when a boiler is not in use, does the system
automatically restrict water from flowing through the boiler?

YN

Boiler plants need to have functionality to reduce flow automatically to match load.
Guidance:

Should be identifiable on plans or through conversations on‐site.
If site has only 1 boiler, choose ʺN/Aʺ

H‐18

Is a VFD installed on heat rejection equipment with fan motor power greater
than 7.5 hp?

YN

Heat rejection equipment (e.g. a cooling tower) >7.5hp require controls to automatically change fan speed, and to have capability
Guidance:

to operate at 2/3 speed or less. VFD should cover that.
If there is no heat rejection equipment with motor power >7.5hp, choose ʺN/Aʺ

HVAC_Data_Collection
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Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection
Instrument
HVAC
Site ID:

Building Type:

Building Name:

Address:

Name of Evaluator:

Question
Number

Question

Answer
Type

H‐19

Can zone controls limit simultaneous heating and cooling and sequence heating
and cooling to each zone?

YN

Guidance:

Plan
Review

On‐Site
Review

Complex mechanical systems serving multiple zones must be able to control heating and cooling to each zone, sequencing &
limiting simultaneous heating & cooling.

H‐20

value

What is the labeled efficiency of the water heater?

(%)

Gather water heater efficiency from plans; confirm on‐site via nameplate or gather make & model to look it up afterwards.
Guidance:

Be sure to note whether labeled efficiency is Et (thermal efficiency for larger gas/oil heaters) or EF (energy factor ‐ electric & small
gas/oil)
Typical Range: 50‐98%

H‐21a

Is piping for recirculating and non‐recirculating service hot water systems
insulated?

H‐21b

How many inches of insulation are installed on hot water system piping?

YN

value
(inches)

Insulation requirements differ depending on whether system is recirculating or not.
Guidance: Use ʺN/Aʺ if no hot water system; ʺN/Vʺ if canʹt be verified
Range for insulation: 0.25ʺ to 3ʺ

H‐22

Do heating and cooling equipment and systems not exceed calculated loads?

YN

It will be difficult to say that this is not compliant ‐ we will be unable to see this on‐site, but could award compliance if we
determine that an attempt was made to calculate the load. If there is evidence of a calculation on building plans or through
Guidance:

conversation with site staff, we can get to yes.
Donʹt just say no, but itʹs hard to say yes

H‐23

Do HVAC fan systems at design conditions not exceed allowable fan system
motor nameplate hp or fan system bhp?

YN

It will be difficult to say that this is not compliant ‐ we will be unable to see this on‐site, but could award compliance if we
determine that an attempt was made to perform this calculation. If there is evidence of a calculation on building plans or through
Guidance:

conversation with site staff, we can get to yes.
Donʹt just say no, but itʹs hard to say yes

HVAC_Data_Collection
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Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection
Instrument
HVAC
Site ID:

Building Type:

Building Name:

Address:

Name of Evaluator:

Question
Number

Question

Answer
Type

H‐24a

Do systems installed to provide heat outside a building use only radiant
systems?

YN

H‐24b

Are these radiant heating systems controlled by occupancy sensors or timers so
that the system is automatically deenergized when no occupants are present?

YN

Guidance:

H‐25

Plan
Review

On‐Site
Review

Any heated outdoor areas must use radiant heat with controls to turn off the system when not in use.

For recirculating hot water systems or heat trace, are there automatic or manual
time switches installed to turn off the system when not in use?

YN

When distribution piping is heated to maintain temperatures for circulating hot water sytems, automatic or manual time
Guidance:

switches or other controls must be used to turn the system off when not in use. These can be simple time clocks or more
sophisticated temperature and demand controls.
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Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection Instrument

HVAC EQUIPMENT INVENTORY
Site ID:

Building Name:

Building Type:

Address

Name of Evaluator:

Equipment Type

On Plans?

Manufacturer

Verified
On‐Site?

Model Number

CFM

Serial Number

kW

Output BTU/h

Tons

Efficiency
(EER/SEER/etc.)

Comments:

HP

Equipment Count

System Controls
Equipment Type

On Plans?

Manufacturer

Verified
On‐Site?

Model Number

CFM

Serial Number

kW

Output BTU/h

Tons

Efficiency
(EER/SEER/etc.)

Comments:

HP

Equipment Count

System Controls
Equipment Type

On Plans?

Manufacturer

Verified
On‐Site?

Model Number

CFM

Serial Number

kW

Output BTU/h

Tons

Efficiency
(EER/SEER/etc.)

Comments:

HP

Equipment Count

System Controls
Equipment Type

On Plans?

Manufacturer

Verified
On‐Site?

Model Number

CFM

Serial Number

kW

Output BTU/h

Tons

Efficiency
(EER/SEER/etc.)

HP

Equipment Count

System Controls

HVAC_Equipment_Inventory
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Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection Instrument

LIGHTING & LIGHTING CONTROLS
Site ID:

Building Type:

Building Name:

Address:

Name of Evaluator:

Question
Number

Question

Answer
Type

L‐1

Does each enclosed indoor space have at least one manual light switch?

YN

Guidance:

L‐2

Plan
Review

On‐Site

Comments

Light controls must be located within the area served by controls; remote switching is allowable.
Note: emergency/security/exit areas that need to be continuously lighted are not applicable to this provision.

Do manual light switches allow occupants to reduce the connected lighting load by
at least 50%? (bi‐level switching)

YN

Reduced lighting load (bi‐level switching) can be accomplished by controlling all lamps, dual switching, switching off the middle
lamp, or controlling each lamp individually.
Use ʺN/Aʺ for exceptions (as follows), with comment:
Guidance:

1. Areas with only 1 luminaire
2. Areas controlled with occupancy sensor
3. Hallways, storage rooms, restrooms, lobbies
4. Sleeping units
5. Space with LPD < 0.6 w/ft2

L‐3

For buildings greater than 5,000 square feet, is there an automatic control device
capable of shutting of all non‐emergency lighting?

YN

The intent here is to confirm that the functionality exists to turn off all non‐emergency lights when a building is unoccupied (ex.
weekends in an office building). Common setups that satisfy this provision include occupancy sensors and automatic timers.

Guidance:

Note that automatic devices must have functionality for occupant overrides and automatic holiday scheduling.
Exceptions:
1. Sleeping units
2. Patient Care facilities
3. Emergency lighting

L‐4

Are there separate daylight zone controls independent of general lighting controls?

YN

Daylight zones include areas under skylights and adjacent to vertical fenestration.
‐ For skylights, this is the area equal to skylight dimension plus either the floor to ceiling height or held (1/2) the distance to
Guidance:

adjacent skylights or windows.
‐ For windows, this is the area that receives daylight through fenestration. Generally this is assumed to extend 15 ft. into the
space or to the nearest ceiling height partition. Zone width is defined as the width of the window plus two (2) feet on each side.
‐ Does not apply to daylight spaces with two (2) or fewer light fixtures
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LIGHTING & LIGHTING CONTROLS
Building Name:

Site ID:

Building Type:

Address:

Name of Evaluator:

Question
Number

Question

Answer
Type

L‐5

Do sleeping units have at least one master switch at the main entry door that
controls all permanent lighting except those in the bathroom?

YN

Guidance:

On‐Site

Comments

Applies only to hotels, motels, & boarding houses

L‐6a

Is exterior lighting controlled by a photocell?

YN

L‐6b

Is exterior lighting controlled by an astronomical timer?

YN

Guidance:

Plan
Review

Exterior lighting is required to have either photocell or astronomical timer. Time switches must be capable of retaining
programming during power loss of at least 10 hours

L‐7a

Is exterior grounds lighting operating at greater than 100W on plans or installed?

YN

L‐7b

If so, what type of lighting is installed?

lighting

Enter
type
Is exterior grounds lighting controlled by motion sensors?

L‐7c

YN

Code requires minimum efficacy of 60 lumens/W for lighting >100 W unless controlled by a motion sensor. Fluorescent, HID, &
LED lighting should satisfy 60 lumens/W requirement.
Guidance:
Exceptions:
signal lighting, signage, theatrical lighting, athletic fields, temporary, theme parks, public monuments & historical places

L‐8

Guidance:

L‐9

Was the Lighting Power Density determined by whole building, space‐by‐space, or
building area approach?

Choose

Choose either whole building, space‐by‐space, or building area. The answer to this question impacts how Lighting fixture details
are gathered. We need to identify representative spaces for LPD ‐ these could differ depending on space types.

Are separate lighting control devices for specific uses installed or on lighting
plans?

YN

The intent of this question is to ensure that specific lighting applications have separate lighting controls. Spaces include display
Guidance:

and accent lighting, supplemental task lighting, lighting for plant growth and food warming, and lighting for sale or in
demonstration.
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Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection Instrument

INTERIOR LIGHTING INVENTORY
Site ID:

Building Name:

Building Type:

LPD Approach:

Address:

0

Name of Evaluator:

Space #
Question

1

Response

Guidance

Space Type

Choose One

Space Name

Describe the Space (ex.
ʺinterior office ‐ 2nd

Space Area

ft.

1
Fixture Number

Fixture Type

Fixture Length
(ft)

# of Lamps

Wattage of
Lamps

# of Fixtures in
Space

numerical value

choose one

choose or fill in

choose or fill in

fill in

fill in

EXAMPLE

T5

2

4

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

Lamp Make & Model
fill in

Ballast Type
choose one

Premium Efficiency

Ballast Make & Model
fill in

Verified on Site?
Y/N
Y/N

yes

Comments
text
These are comments relevant to lighting fixture#
1 in space #1.

Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection Instrument

EXTERIOR LIGHTING INVENTORY
Site ID:

Building Name:

Building Type:

LPD Approach:

Address:

0

Name of Evaluator:

Zone:

Space #

1

(please choose one)

Description:

Question

Response

Guidance

Space Type

Choose One

Space Name

Describe the Space (ex.
ʺinterior office ‐ 2nd

Space Area

ft.

1
Fixture Number

Fixture Type

Fixture Length
(ft)

# of Lamps

Wattage of
Lamps

# of Fixtures in
Space

numerical value

choose one

choose or fill in

choose or fill in

fill in

fill in

EXAMPLE

T12

2

4

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

Lamp Make & Model
fill in

Ballast Type
choose one

Premium Efficiency

Ballast Make & Model
fill in

Verified on Site?
Y/N
Y/N

yes

Comments
text

MA Code Compliance Data Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection Instrument

DOCUMENTATION

Site ID:

Building Name:

Building Type:

Address:

Name of Evaluator:

General Guidance: Note that it will be very difficult to assess these plan questions as not compliant. These questions are not asking whether we were able to review complete plans, but rather
they are asking whether the plans were made available to the code officials. We can award points for this where it is clear that the plans were available to the officials, but we would need
significant justification to indicate otherwise. Where we are not certain, this should not be assessed (N/V).

Question
Number

Question

Answer
Type

D‐1

Were plans and/or specifications with all the information needed to determine
compliance of the building envelope (including delineating and documenting where
exceptions to the standard are claimed) provided to code officials?

YN

Guidance:

D‐2

Guidance:

D‐3

Guidance:

D‐4

Guidance:

D‐5

Guidance:

Were plans detailing the building envelope made available to code officials?

Were plans, specifications, and/or calculations with all the information needed to
determine compliance of the mechanical systems and equipment (including
delineating and documenting where exceptions to the standard are claimed) provided
to code officials?

YN

Were plans detailing the mechanical systems made available to code officials?

Plans, specifications, and/or calculations provide all information with which
compliance can be determined for the service water heating systems and equipment
and delineate and document where exceptions to the standard are claimed.

YN

Were plans detailing the service water heating systems made available to code officials?

Plans, specifications, and/or calculations provide all information with which
compliance can be determined for the interior lighting and electrical systems and
equipment and delineate and document where exceptions to the standard are
claimed. Information provided should include interior and exterior lighting power
calculations, wattage of bulbs and ballasts, transformers and control devices.

YN

Were plans detailing the interior lighting and electrical systems/ equipment made available to code officials?

Plans, specifications, and/or calculations provide all information with which
compliance can be determined for the exterior lighting and electrical systems and
equipment and delineate and document where exceptions to the standard are
claimed. Information provided should include interior and exterior lighting power
calculations, wattage of bulbs and ballasts, transformers and control devices.

YN

Were plans detailing the exterior lighting and electrical systems/ equipment made available to code officials?

Documentation_Data
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Plan
Review

On‐Site
Review

Comments

Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection Instrument

STRETCH CODE

Site ID:

Building Name:

Building Type:

Address:

Name of Evaluator:

Question Number

Question

Answer Type

S‐1

Is the building located in a town that has adopted the MA Stretch Code?

YN

See supplemental Stretch Code List ‐ We will identify this prior to plan review, during sampling process.
Guidance:
Note: Indicate Stetch code applicability in checklist header so it is front and center.

S‐2

Is the building permitting application date greater than six months after the stretch code adoption date?

YN

We should know this during sampling.
Guidance:
Buildings permitted before stretch code was adopted by individual towns are not required to meet stretch code.

S‐3

YN

Is the building exempt from stretch code requirements?

Captured during sampling based on SF.
Guidance:

Exempt buildings are either:
‐ Commercial buildings < 5,000 sq. ft.
‐ Commercial buildings 5,000 ‐ 40,000 sq. feet that are Supermarkets, Warehouses, Laboratories, or approved by BBRS variance

S‐4

Is the building required to use industry‐accepted energy modeling for stretch code compliance?

YN

Required for the following:
‐ Commercial buildings > 100,000 sq. ft.
Guidance:

‐ Special Use Buildings , defined as Commercial buildings > 40,000 sq ft. used as Supermarkets, Warehouses, or Laboratories
Note that LEED buildings most likely will also be modeled

S‐5

For commercial buildings between 5,000 and 100,000 square feet that are not designated as special use buildings, was
performance or prescriptive option selected for stretch code compliance?

Answer choices are Performance or Prescriptive.
Guidance:

Captured most likely during initial on‐site visit/interview
Note that LEED buildings most likely will also be modeled (performance)

Stretch_Code_Data
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Performance or
Prescriptive

Plan Review

On‐Site
Review

Comments

Project 24: MA Code Compliance Plan Review/On‐Site Data Collection Instrument
Question Number

Question

Answer Type

For buildings choosing the prescriptive option for stretch code compliance, which approach as chosen to satisfy the
additional prescriptive requirement: Efficient Mechanical Equipment, Reduced LPD, or On‐Site Renewable Energy
Supply?

Mechanical

S‐6

Plan Review

On‐Site
Review

Comments

On‐Site
Review

Comments

LPD
Renewable

Buildings choosing prescriptive option must select one of 3 options in addition to meeting requirements throughout IECC with Stretch Code modifications:
1. Efficient Mechanical Equipment (507.2.1)

Guidance:

2. Reduced Lighting Power Density (507.2.2)
3. On‐Site Supply of Renewable Energy (507.2.3)

For buildings choosing On‐Site Renewable energy supply, do energy analysis documents show that the on‐site
renewable energy system can supply at least 3% of the total building electrical load?

S‐7

YN

Could also ask for % of load supplied.
On‐site renewable energy system supplying 3% or more of total building elctrical loads. Nonrenewable resources are not eligible.

Guidance:

Energy analysis must show 3% capability or max generating capacity equal or greater than 0.5 watts per sq. ft of usable floor space.

Lighting
Question Number

S‐8

Guidance:

S‐9

Guidance:

S‐10

Question

Answer Type

Are occupancy sensors installed in all of the following space types:
‐ Classrooms & conference/meeting rooms
‐ employee lunch & break rooms
‐ private offices
‐ restrooms, storage rooms, & janitorial closets
‐ other spaces less than or equal to 300 sq. ft. enclosed by ceiling height partitions.

Plan Review

YN

Need to verify that controls have this functionality

Do occupancy controls installed automatically turn off lights within 30 minutes of occupants leaving the space?

YN

Likely need to verify that functionality exists here. Exception to provision is for spaces with multi‐scene control.

Are automatic time switch controls, with manual override devices, used for areas not controlled by occupancy
sensors?

YN

Override device must be accessible, located where controller can see the lights, and must remain on for maximum of 4 hrs when override initiated.
Guidance:

Controlled area cannot exceed 5,000 sq. ft.
Exceptions are malls, auditoriums, single tenant retail, industrial, arenas, override time can be greater than max and controlled area up to 20,000 sq. ft.

Stretch_Code_Data
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SWIMMING POOL

Site ID:

Building Name:

Building Type:

Address:

Name of Evaluator:

For Heated Swimming Pools Only
Question
Number

Question

Answer
Type

SP‐1

Does the facility have a HEATED swimming pool?

YN

Guidance: Yes or No only. Following questions not applicable if no HEATED pool.

SP‐2

Does the pool heater have an accessible on‐off switch to shut‐off heater without
adjusting thermostat?

YN

Guidance: Required for pool heaters.

SP‐3

Does pool heated by natural gas or LPG have continuously burning pilot light?

YN

Guidance: N/A for pool not heated by natural gas or LPG

SP‐4

Do pool heaters & pumps have time switches that automatically turn on and off
according to preset schedule?

YN

Time switches required, with a few exceptions:
1. where public health standards require 24‐hr pump operation.
Guidance:
2. Where pumps are required for solar and waste‐heat recovery pool heating systems.

SP‐5

Does the pool have a pool cover on or at the water surface? If heated above 90⁰F,
does pool cover have minimum insulation of R‐12?

Guidance: Exception for pools deriving >60% of heat energy from site‐recovered or solar energy source.

Swimming_Pool_Questions
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YN

Plan
Review

On‐Site
Review

Comments

1
2
3

Appendix C: Commissioning Interview Guide

MA CODE – PROJECT 24

Site ID
Date
Completed by
Site Notes
Commissioning Questions
#
1

1.a

1.b

2

2.a

2.a.i
3
4
5
1

Question
Please fill in answer
Is this project pursuing any
green building certifications
or programs?
If so, what kind of
commissioning is
required (if any) for this
program?
Are you
performing/planning to
perform commissioning
activities specifically
under this program that
are different from your
business as usual system
setup processes?
Is the building going through
a formal commissioning
process to ensure that
building components are
setup & functioning as
designed?
If no, how are the
building systems setup
once installed?
Who is performing this
system setup?
Please walk us through the
commissioning process
Who is performing this
commissioning?
What is the anticipated cost
for commissioning work?

Guidance
For example:
LEED, CHPS,
etc…

Ex.3rd party, GC,
etc.
as a % of total
construction cost

MA CODE – PROJECT 24

6

At what stage during the
design or construction
process did the Cx process
begin?
7
Was a commissioning plan
created for the building?
What did it contain? Can we
see it?
8
Have functional tests been
performed or are they
planned? For what
equipment?
9
Were Operations &
Maintenance manuals
provided (or will be
provided) to the building
owner by the mechanical
contractor? Are these
available for review?
10
Do you have the following
documentation available for
our review?
10.1
Commissioning plan
10.2
Bid documents for
commissioning agent
10.3
Procedures, checklists, &
results for functional
testing that was
performed

Yes or No
Yes or No
Yes or No

Code Requirements & References:
IECC 2009:
503.2.9: HVAC system completion. Prior to the issuance of a certificate of occupancy, the design professional
shall provide evidence of system completion in accordance with Sections 503.2.9.1 through 503.2.9.3.
Notes: The code requires HVAC systems are setup as intended. Commissioning is a way to do this for HVAC.
Code is a little vague regarding the specific requirements (does not require comprehensive commissioning) but
is intended to ensure that HVAC systems and controls are tested and balanced.

2

MA CODE – PROJECT 24
ASHRAE 90.1-2007 Commissioning Requirements:
6.7.2.4 System Commissioning. HVAC control systems shall be tested to ensure that control elements are
calibrated, adjusted, and in proper working condition. For projects larger than 50,000 ft2 conditioned area,
except warehouses and semiheated spaces, detailed instructions for commissioning HVAC systems (see
Informative Appendix E) shall be provided by the designer in plans and specifications.
MA Stretch Code
503.2.9: Mechanical Systems Commissioning and Completion Requirements – more in-depth than IECC
2009, requiring a preliminary commissioning report be submitted and acknowledged by the building owner
before the building official can grant certificate of occupancy.
Stretch code requires commissioning plan, system balancing (air & hydronic), functional performance testing,
preliminary commissioning report, operations manuals, system balancing report, and final commissioning
report.
Green building & commissioning:

LEED – 6 required tasks, additional optional ones.
MA-CHPS – Required on all buildings (public schools have direct commissioning contract). Requires 3rd party
commissioning agent for electrical, mechanical, plumbing, & minimal envelope
EnergyStar – recommended to achieve full savings potential
Common Commissioning Phases:
1. Pre-Design Phase – owner’s project requirements & commissioning plan
2. Design Phase – create Basis of Design (BOD) document
3. Construction Phase – kick-off meeting, site observations, pre-functional tests
4. Acceptance/Warranty Phase – verify performance, conduct testing, staff training
Common components of commissioning plans:
 Owner’s project requirements
 Narrative describing commissioning process
 Equipment and systems to be tested
 Functions to be tested
 Test conditions (summer/winter, full outside air, etc.)
 Measurable criteria for acceptable performance

3

1
2
3

Appendix D: Energy Code Programmatic Opportunities

The push-and-pull approaches to program design provide a number of opportunities that program administrators
(PAs) could pursue to improve compliance with the energy code and encourage the incorporation of advanced
building technologies in Massachusetts new construction. The following tables provide an overview of some
program approaches for both traditional program development and advanced approaches. Where applicable,
these program approaches are informed by the results of the 2012 and 2014 studies.
Each of the following program approaches has been summarized in the following sections to provide a
description and overview of its relevant energy code language, related PA programs, and potential concepts
to encourage related compliance improvements and/or advancements in energy performance.
Traditional Code Training and Assistance Program Approaches
The traditional program approaches include strategies that are directly related to commonly available PA
programs. These approaches are motivated by MA-CIEC observations from the 2012 and 2014 studies, as
well as the team’s perceptions of the prevailing practices within the construction industry as they relate to
the energy codes.
Table 1. Daylight Harvesting
Program Approach
Description of approach

Daylight Harvesting
Daylight harvesting, or “daylighting,” is a code provision introduced in IECC 2009, and
strengthened for IECC 2012, requiring that daylight zones have individual lighting controls
independent of the general area lighting. There is great potential for designing buildings that
capture daylight more effectively, reducing the lighting load required to provide sufficient
lighting. By capturing the daylight, designing smart lighting circuits, and controlling electric
lighting in response to daylight levels, significant energy savings can be achieved. This
program approach would ensure that daylighting provisions are understood and implemented,
and would also promote approaches that go beyond the simple code provisions.

Applicable IECC 2009
energy code language

The IECC 2009 requires daylight harvesting, with exceptions for smaller-windowed
rooms. Daylight zones generally extend 15 feet into the interior and cover the area under
skylights. Daylight controls must control the daylight zones separate from normal lighting
controls. The IECC 2012 has more restrictive requirements for daylighting, and it is
anticipated that future code versions will continue this trend.

Existing PA incentive
program offers

The Lighting Systems and Controls program offers a $15-per-fixture incentive for daylightdimming and/or occupancy-controlled dimming systems. Under this program, the ballasts
and/or LED drivers must be automatically controlled based on the occupancy and/or
daylight. The IECC 2009 requires, at a minimum, manual controls. The existing program
provides an incentive for the better-than-code feature of automated controls.

Relevant code study findings

In the 2012 Study, which was conducted early in the IECC 2009 code cycle, daylight
provisions were not consistently met. The 2014 ECCF Study results suggest that this code
requirement is still not being met in the field. Further, where separate daylighting is installed,
the requirement is most often met with separate manual switching for daylighting and less
so by automated controls.

Potential program concepts

Increasing the incentives for automatic daylight dimming controls could encourage its
adoption. An additional approach is to support “smart” lighting systems that combine
daylighting controls with other control features.

Challenges/limitations

Code training efforts have demonstrated that both code officials and market actors find the
daylight zone and mandatory skylight provisions in IECC 2009 & 2012 confusing. In
addition, there is a lack of guidance on the commissioning of lighting systems in IECC 2009.
This is expanded upon in IECC 2012, but it is difficult to ensure that these controls are
realizing savings. The daylight control incentive is lower than the ceiling-mounted and wallmounted occupancy sensor incentives, and it is possible that some customers are pursuing
those controls for daylight-required spaces instead of daylight controls.

Table 2. Lighting Design for Low Lighting Power Density
Program Approach
Description of approach

Lighting Design for Low Lighting Power Density (LPD)
Lighting design for low lighting power density (LPD) is a program approach where lighting
incentive programs incorporate requirements for LPD as a qualification criterion for per-fixture
incentive awards.

Applicable IECC 2009
energy code language

Code requires that the LPD for a building be below the allowed thresholds, which are
determined by building type. LPD can be calculated for the building as a whole or for specific
space types within a building (i.e., office, gymnasium, etc.). The total LPD must be less than
the total lighting power allowance (LPA).

Existing PA incentive
program offers

Prescriptive lighting ‒ For prescriptive lighting programs, there is no consideration of codeLPD levels. The prescriptive program offers a per-fixture incentive without regard to LPD,
while the code requires space-specific LPD to be met without regard to fixtures. As a result,
the opportunity for code and programs to work together toward improved lighting efficiency is
lost.
Performance lighting ‒ The performance lighting program is based primarily on LPD, requiring
installed LPDs lower than code LPAs.
Custom lighting – Custom lighting incentives are available for projects that do not satisfy the
prescriptive or performance lighting criteria. These programs often pay a percentage of the
total costs and may or may not satisfy code LPD requirements.

Relevant code study
findings

In the overall 2012 Study, there was high compliance with the LPD requirements of IECC
2009. The 2014 ECCF Study results confirm this, as many buildings, especially large
buildings, were pursuing LEDs almost exclusively. These buildings satisfy code LPD
requirements, while smaller projects have more difficulty.

Potential program concepts

Limit the prescriptive program participation to small buildings only, requiring that any building
over a certain size pursue performance lighting incentives. Alternatively, adding a
requirement that prescriptive projects must meet or exceed LPD requirements to receive
incentives would strengthen this program. Further, a prescriptive lighting program that
provides incentives per fixture installed that also incorporates LPD requirements would align
with the code; this approach has been implemented in other jurisdictions.

Challenges/limitations

Limiting the prescriptive program could affect the program volumes and application
processing times. The implementation and market understanding of performance programs
could be challenging.

Table 3. System Commissioning
Program Approach
Description of approach

System Commissioning
System commissioning is a testing and documentation process that verifies that the
mechanical systems are calibrated to function according to their design objectives and
specifications. Commissioning is required by many advanced energy code programs and
other green building certifications because the functional testing forms an evidentiary basis
on which to confirm that the buildings will realize the energy savings that they are designed
to achieve.

Applicable IECC 2009
energy code language

IECC 2009 requires that evidence of system completion, including operating and
maintenance manuals for the building owner, be provided prior to the issuance of a certificate
of occupancy. The Massachusetts Stretch Code contains requirements stating that the
commissioning process should begin in the project’s design stage and that a commissioning
plan is developed and approved, system testing is completed, manuals/training materials are
provided to facility staff, and a final commissioning report is prepared.

Existing PA incentive
program offers

The Technical Assistance and Engineering Services Program offered by the PAs includes
incentives for building commissioning that are negotiated and may vary by building type or
size.
Separately, the Massachusetts School Building Authority (MSBA) requires and pays for
building commissioning for all public school new construction. Funded activities include
envelope and HVAC system commissioning and building automation and other controls.

Program Approach
Relevant code study
findings

System Commissioning
The 2014 ECCF Study includes a subset of nineteen buildings under construction to provide
qualitative insights into the state’s range of commissioning practices. The qualitative findings
from this research suggest that larger, more complex buildings – many of which seek LEED
or other green building certifications – regularly pursue formal commissioning, while smaller
buildings are more varied in their approach and level of commissioning pursued. A few sites
initially planned to conduct commissioning of their mechanical systems but removed this
activity due to budgetary constraints.

Potential program concepts

A potential program concept to target a commissioning incentive for small buildings could
help establish more regular commissioning practices. Requiring that energy efficiency
measures for which incentives are provided are commissioned could help ensure that the
efficient equipment is properly calibrated to the building and space requirements.

Challenges/limitations

The benefits of commissioning are greatest when executed at the system level. Efforts to
commission specific equipment may not fully account for interactive system effects.

Table 4. Envelope Commissioning
Program Approach
Description of approach

Envelope Commissioning
While system commissioning is required by the IECC and the Massachusetts Stretch Code,
the focus is on mechanical system commissioning. Envelope commissioning applies the
same commissioning testing and documentation principles to the building envelope
components. Often, this process entails testing building envelopes for air or water leakage,
drainage, heat flow, etc. Field testing is necessary to verify the envelope installation, and
training must be provided to facility staff on the envelope components that affect the day-today or seasonal building operations.

Applicable IECC 2009
energy code language

No envelope-specific commissioning requirements are included in IECC or the
Massachusetts Stretch Code.

Existing PA incentive
program offers

The Technical Assistance and Engineering Services Program offered by the PAs includes
incentives for building commissioning that are negotiated, usually as the cost per gross
square foot, and may vary by building type or size.
Separately, the Massachusetts School Building Authority (MSBA) requires and pays for
building commissioning for all public school new construction. Funded activities include
envelope and HVAC system commissioning and building automation and other controls.

Relevant code study
findings

The 2014 ECCF Study included a subset of nineteen buildings under construction to provide
qualitative insights into the range of the state’s commissioning practices. The findings suggest
that most of the commissioning is focused on the mechanical systems, while fewer buildings
pursue full envelope commissioning.

Potential program concepts

Develop standard minimum requirements for envelope commissioning to inform the industry
about expectations for envelope commissioning.

Challenges/limitations

Building envelope measures often struggle to pass PA benefit-cost (BC) thresholds.
Commissioning efforts could be affected by the high costs of envelope changes. Additionally,
there is a lack of market education and commissioning providers that are experienced in
envelope commissioning.

Table 5. Effective Operational Staffing and Training
Program Approach
Description of approach

Effective Operational Staffing and Training
The program approach is based on the concept that the proper management and operation of
building systems is necessary to achieve the energy savings provided by increased code
compliance levels.

Applicable IECC 2009
energy code language

The code requires that operating and maintenance (O&M) manuals are provided to the
building owner, and that basic operation information is provided.

Existing PA incentive
program offers

The PAs host Building Operator Certification (BOC) training sessions to help building
operators understand the energy-related components of their building and operate their

Program Approach

Effective Operational Staffing and Training
facilities in an energy efficient manner.

Relevant code study
findings

There are no relevant code study findings.

Potential program concepts

Provide specific O&M assistance for owners/operators, especially for projects involving larger
buildings with complex control systems. Providing performance-based incentives with
payments tied to demonstrated building performance over time would help increase the focus
on the energy efficiency of building operations.

Challenges/limitations

Measurement and verification equipment is not commonly installed to measure building
performance. If projects are relying on incentives to fund energy efficiency projects, holding
back these funds based on demonstrated performance could affect project financing.

Table 6. Targeted Code Official Training
Program Approach
Description of approach

Targeted Code Official Training
Existing code trainings provide general code guidance that targets the code officials and design
community. Opportunities exist to conduct targeted training to improve compliance with a subset
of energy code requirements or the construction industry. This is especially true with complex
compliance issues such as air sealing and daylighting.

Applicable IECC 2009
energy code language

IECC 2009 requires that code officials conduct regular inspections of new construction,
including a final inspection that must be performed prior to the issuance of a certificate of
occupancy.

Existing PA incentive
program offers

The Code Compliance Support Initiative (CCSI) provides energy code training, technical
assistance through circuit riders, compliance documentation tools, and additional support to
builders, subcontractors, architects, code officials, and other relevant audiences.

Relevant code study
findings

The 2014 ECCF Study findings suggest that continuous insulation requirements are one area
that could benefit from targeted code training. Other areas that would benefit from targeted
training include daylighting, air sealing and installation quality, and building commissioning.

Potential program concepts

Webinars, more frequent sessions, and more hands-on training with demonstrations and
activities offer the potential to demonstrate how features can affect energy performance and
how code officials can easily inspect them. Third-party support for compliance reviews and/or
enforcement is another opportunity to improve compliance, alleviating the burden on code
officials.

Challenges/limitations

As with many training-type programs, it can be challenging to measure the impact and
effectiveness of code trainings. The Massachusetts Cross-Cutting Evaluation Program is
focused on these issues, so this should mitigate this challenge to some extent.

Hybrid High-Performance and Code Training Program Approaches
The advanced approaches detailed below are not required by IECC 2009. While some of their features are
likely to be included in future energy code versions, they have not been observed in the 2012 or 2014 code
studies thus far. The MA-CIEC team has included them in this discussion to demonstrate the types of
programs that can encourage the adoption of advanced building practices by the new construction industry
in Massachusetts. As codes move towards ZNE design, approaches such as these will be important factors in
driving building performance.
Table 7. Advanced “Smart” Lighting Controls
Program Approach
Description of approach

Advanced “Smart” Lighting Controls
Advanced lighting control systems enable a facility to implement a comprehensive lighting
control strategy, with web-integrated fixtures that can be configured to optimize existing
lighting needs and can easily be reconfigured should these needs change. They can be
incorporated into building automation systems, are compatible with demand response
applications, facilitate easy data sharing and reporting functionalities, and can be
programmed to limit light output and consumption, which could provide additional energy

Program Approach

Advanced “Smart” Lighting Controls
savings.

Applicable IECC 2009
energy code language

The IECC 2009 has requirements for space-by-space lighting controls, including occupancy
controls, bi-level switching, and manual/automated controls. There are no integrated control
requirements in the code.

Existing PA incentive
program offers

The existing PA prescriptive program offers incentives per control, but there is no prescriptive
incentive for integrated control systems. Custom incentives are also available.

Relevant code study
findings

No significant advanced lighting controls have been found in Massachusetts code studies to
date. The focus of the code studies has been on new construction and lighting design, and
not necessarily the control strategy. There may be advanced lighting controls that are not fully
functional when site visits are completed, especially for the 2014 ECCF Study.

Potential program concepts

A further-developed advanced controls program could encourage the adoption of these
systems. Leveraging pilot projects and case studies could demonstrate the energy savings
achievable through this approach.

Challenges/limitations

As with any control systems, commissioning these systems is essential to ensuring that they
function as designed and realize the anticipated savings.

Table 8. Advanced Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning Controls
Program Approach
Description of approach

Advanced HVAC Controls
The integration of advanced HVAC controls into the design and construction of new facilities
presents an opportunity to efficiently operate and maintain HVAC systems and reduce energy
costs. While there are a variety of advanced control options, most common solutions feature
web-enabled equipment and/or sensors that are connected to a central management system
capable of adjusting equipment performance in response to changing building needs.

Applicable IECC 2009
energy code language

IECC 2009 specifies HVAC controls for individual spaces by requiring programmable
thermostats with features that are increasingly available in standard thermostats. The energy
code also prescribes conditioning temperature maximum and minimum setpoints. Specific
equipment controls are common in IECC 2009 to encourage the efficient operation of
individual equipment. However, no integrated control network is required by code.

Existing PA incentive
program offers

Existing program offers for advanced HVAC controls are available through the custom
incentive program and are generally limited to above-code performance. There are incentives
available for programmable thermostats and boiler reset controls under the High-Efficiency
Commercial & Industrial Natural Gas Equipment Rebate program.

Relevant code study
findings

No significant advanced HVAC controls were identified in any code studies to date. The 2012
and 2014 ECCF Study results identified thermostats on construction plans and on-site where
required. This appears to be standard practice for commercial new construction.

Potential program concepts

The rebate for programmable thermostats is an example of a program incentivizing the energy
code. While this rebate is modest, it may make sense to eliminate it in favor of an incentive for
more advanced control/management systems. New incentives for continuous commissioning
could encourage advanced HVAC controls ($/sq ft approach).

Challenges/limitations

These advanced HVAC systems can become difficult to manage if they get too complex.
Successful facilities will need an energy champion who understands the building systems and
can manage them to realize savings. Commissioning advanced HVAC controls should be an
important part of these programs.

Table 9. Advanced Envelope Assemblies
Program Approach
Description of approach

Advanced Envelope Assemblies
Advanced building envelope construction provides improved thermal and moisture control.
Emerging technologies and materials such as insulation and glazing can provide superior
performance while meeting aesthetic, structural, and other design requirements. Advanced

Program Approach

Advanced Envelope Assemblies
envelope construction is used as a key component in buildings seeking to achieve net zero.

Applicable IECC 2009
energy code language

The energy code sets the minimum envelope requirements for insulation and glazing on all
areas that separate conditioned and unconditioned space. IECC 2009 introduced a
requirement stating that above-grade walls have both cavity (between the studs) insulation
and continuous (across the studs) insulation to meet the prescriptive compliance
requirements. While this is not a fully advanced envelope approach, the effort to eliminate the
thermal break is a step forward for the commercial sector. The code does not contain
advanced envelope provisions.

Existing PA incentive
program offers

Custom incentives are available on a project-by-project basis for advanced envelope
construction. While the net zero programs include funding for envelope approaches, there are
no standardized advanced envelope programs or methods employed by the PAs to
encourage advanced envelope materials.

Relevant code study
findings

The 2014 ECCF Study’s findings suggest that many buildings are not meeting the continuous
insulation requirement. Some use advanced envelope solutions (i.e., staggered or doublestud walls) to achieve code or better performance, but others – particularly small and
multifamily buildings – are solely using cavity insulation.

Potential program concepts

Additional engagement of the design and construction community to communicate the intent
and value of advanced envelope approaches

Challenges/limitations

In order to obtain a sufficient return on investment in terms of energy savings from the high
marginal costs associated with installing advanced envelope approaches, an integrated
approach must be applied to building design, which involves trade-offs of system approaches,
controlling the overall construction expense.

Table 10. Building Performance Monitoring and Metrics
Program Approach
Description of approach

Building Performance Monitoring and Metrics
This is related to the HVAC advanced design and controls program approach. Advanced
controls often use an energy management system (EMS) to control the building systems. An
EMS can monitor building performance, generating reports and other metrics to assist the
facility’s staff in managing and maintaining buildings. While the EMS is focused on HVAC, it
can also incorporate advanced lighting and envelope controls.

Applicable IECC 2009
energy code language

The energy code outlines the minimum control requirements and equipment-specific control
strategies but does not present performance monitoring or metrics requirements.

Existing PA incentive
program offers

There are no prescriptive programs that incentivize building performance monitoring for new
construction. There is an EMS program for commercial retrofits, and these systems are
eligible for incentives under the custom new construction program.

Relevant code study
findings

Energy code studies have focused on equipment-specific controls, not the EMS systems and
their related performance monitoring and metrics. Since an EMS is not required by the code,
it is largely outside of the scope of code compliance studies.

Potential program concepts

Continuous commissioning incentives have the potential to ensure that building performance
monitoring generates useful results that can be applied to facility energy consumption. Future
energy codes may offer performance-based options, and this program concept would
anticipate that option. Future versions of the energy code are proposed to include postconstruction metering to measure actual building performance and better assess compliance
with performance requirements.

Challenges/limitations

As with advanced HVAC controls, building performance monitoring benefits greatly from an
on-site energy champion familiar with the facility systems and interested in implementing
energy efficiency measures. Without an active focus on improvements, the marginal costs of
the more complicated monitoring systems may outweigh the energy savings benefits.

Table 11. Adaptive Buildings
Program Approach
Description of approach

Adaptive Buildings
Adaptive or responsive buildings are emerging concepts in building design and construction.
They use building materials and strategies that automatically adjust their features in response
to climate or occupancy changes. While this is an emerging field, some of the initial products
include window films and other envelope materials that respond to changes in sunlight, wind,
and occupancy to modify ventilation, daylighting, and heat gain.

Applicable IECC 2009
energy code language

Adaptive buildings are advanced, better-than-code approaches, and there are no relevant
code provisions related to this approach.

Existing PA incentive
program offers

There are no existing PA programs. These advanced technologies could receive incentives
as part of a custom program, but there are no prescriptive programs.

Relevant code study
findings

Neither the 2012 nor 2014 study has identified any responsive building technologies.

Potential program concepts

Adaptive building technologies have been used in pilot and demonstration projects; they
represent the next step beyond advanced lighting, controls, and envelope approaches in that
the technologies can automatically adjust their physical features in response to environmental
changes. A program that encourages pilot projects could be useful in demonstrating the
effectiveness and energy savings opportunity of these technologies.

Challenges/limitations

Adaptive building technologies are highly technical and significantly more expensive than
commonly used building materials. The marginal benefit from these materials may not offset
the difference in material and/or installation cost.

